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The Elliott State Forest, located in the Coast Range of Oregon, is currently

revising their Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). Many of the constraints in the HCP

are spatial, requiring identification of specific parcels in order to limit activity along

habitat reserves, limit harvest opening size, and to coordinate activities within harvest

units. To model the Elliott, the state forest planning team divided the 93,000 acres

into 17 management basins, 576 forest strata, 1900 logging settings, and 57,700

parcels. There are 63 prescriptions per forest strata with 20 alternative final harvest

ages. Due to the large number of integer variables necessary to represent the decision

variables in the harvest scheduling model, a heuristic modeling technique, simulated

annealing, was used to solve the 400,000 decision variable problem for a 30-period,

150-year planning horizon.

The modeling framework presented here allows for the evaluation of forest

management alternatives by spatially quantifying timber harvest, revenue stream, and

habitat outputs through time while tracking both stand- and landscape-level attributes.



It provides spatially explicit features and measurable trade-offs for a problem that

could not otherwise be accurately modeled using traditional forest planning

techniques. A feasible timber harvest schedule that meets all habitat constraints and

policy mandates was produced, estimating an NPV of $260 million for the Elliott State

Forest under the current HCP alternative.

Statistical inference involving extreme value theory can be used to obtain an

estimate of the global optimum to a heuristic solution. This method was evaluated for

use in this planning problem and found to be unreliable as a means for model

validation. The limitations of heuristic validation through extreme value theory are

highlighted, and suggestions for future research in this area are made.
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Using a Heuristic Programming Method for Incorporating Wildlife Habitat Constraints

into Spatial Harvest Scheduling on the Elliott State Forest.

iNTRODUCTION

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Elliott State Forest covers approximately 93,000 acres and is located in

Coos and Douglas Counties in the Oregon Coast Range (Figure 1). The State Land

Board owns most of the forest (90.5%), which is designated as Common School

Forest Land (CSFL). The Oregon Board of Forestry owns the remaining 9.5% of the

forest. The Elliott State Forest (hereafter referred to as the Elliott) is managed by the

Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) under an agreement with the State Land Board

and the Board of Forestry (BOF). Because revenue for the Common School Fund on

CSFL land and income for counties and local taxing districts on BOF land are policy

mandates, maximization of long-term revenues while maintaining biodiversity is the

driving force behind planning decisions (Oregon Board of Forestry 1995).

In 1991 ODF was directed by the State Land Board to work with other state

agencies in developing a long-term management plan for the Elliott. At that time, the

northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) had just been listed as threatened by

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the marbled murrelet
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(Brachyramphus marmoratus marmoratus) was being considered for listing as

threatened. The resulting Elliott State Forest Management Plan (FMP) was developed

Figure 1.1: Elliott State Forest location in the state of Oregon

in accordance with the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the statewide

conservation effort for the northern spotted owl. The FMP provides management

direction for the forest and gives consideration to the protection of water and soils, the

enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat, as well as the importance of various socio-

economic components (Oregon Department of Forestry 1993).

Although the overall management of the forest under the FMP is designed to

enhance habitat for species such as the northern spotted owl and the marbled murrelet,
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harvest activities could result in an incidental take of either of these species. This led

the Oregon Department of Forestry to develop a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) that

would qualify it for the issuance of an incidental take permit under Section 10(a) of

the ESA. The HCP, which aids in implementing the Elliott State Forest Management

Plan, specifies anticipated management impacts as well as minimization and

mitigation measures (Oregon Department of Forestry 1995). Alternatives considered

by the planning team and steering committee, which consisted of ODF, the Division of

State Lands, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Oregon Department of

Justice, and the Coos County Commissioners, are also identified in the HCP, as are the

reasons why such alternatives are not adopted. The modeling of the revised HCP

guidelines in the context of strategic forest planning solutions is the focus of this

paper.

The next section describes the purpose of this study, what it is expected to

produce, and the justification for doing it. This is followed by a discussion of other

approaches to similar problems, thus providing a background of simulation and

optimization modeling in forestry. The rationalization for the modeling approach used

in this study concludes Chapter One. Chapter Two details the process used in solving

the problem presented in this research, including problem formulation and model

structure, data inputs and assumptions, and final solution methodology. The results

are presented in Chapter Three and are followed by discussion and conclusions in

Chapter Four.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION, SCOPE, AND JUSTIFICATION

Forest management planning is a complex process that is continually changing

and requires decisions based on long-term outlooks, often considering time horizons

of more than a century. These decisions are affected by ecological, economic, and

social considerations that further complicate the management towards goals that are

usually in conflict with one another. Managers must increasingly incorporate the

involvement of more decision-makers, more stakeholders, and more restrictions in

both legal and political contexts. Due to the complexity involved in this planning

process, managers of forested landscapes need decision-making tools to help them

better understand the long-term implications of various management actions. These

tools, referred to as decision-support systems (DSS), combine data, analytical tools,

and models to support semi-structured and unstructured decision-making and typically

deal with problems such as routing, queuing, evaluating, and predicting (Laudon and

Laudon 2000). Decision-support systems are intended to help design and evaluate

alternatives and monitor the adoption or implementation process. The DSS

employed by the Elliott staff includes the formation, evaluation, and revision of

alternatives, the selection of a final strategy based on approval from the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), a

monitoring and adaptive management phase, and incorporates feedback from the

public and state and federal agencies.
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The modeling of the revised HCP guidelines for the purpose of policy analysis

by the Elliott planning team and steering committee is the intent of the study described

here. There is much more to the overall HCP planning process and related efforts that

involve the various levels of the decision support system; however, the main problem

considered for my study concerns that of the harvest scheduling model as a benchmark

for comparison to the alternatives presented in the HCP process. This model was

developed in parallel to, but independently of, the models created by the state's

modeling specialist. It served as calibration and verification of the base model

actually used by the Elliott team in their decision-making process. However, my task

does not include an assessment of the accuracy of the input data or the validation of

any of the methods employed by the state in pursuit of their management goals.

The basic function of the harvest scheduling model is to produce physically

and economically feasible harvest plans that efficiently meet all of the environmental

constraints and habitat objectives. Additionally, it is important that the model take a

landscape management approach by:

considering the surrounding ownerships,

maintaining a mix of forest structural classes across the landscape,

exceeding the stream protection regulations as mandated in the Oregon Forest

Practices Act (FPA),

and providing for and enhancing fish, owl, and murrelet habitat.

The modeling objective has the primary goal of maximizing first period harvest while

achieving the highest level of sustainable harvest subject to non-declining flow of
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harvest volume for the entire 150-year planning horizon. The first of seven

alternatives, referred to as the current plan, models the Elliott State forest under their

original HCP and provides a baseline set of conditions for comparison to later

alternatives. The current plan includes an HCP for owls and murrelets only, has

rotation ages varying from 80 to 240 years, and employs riparian strategies that exceed

the FPA rules. It minimizes disturbance around the habitat reserve areas and reaches

nesting, roosting, and foraging (NRF) habitat targets for the northern spotted owl in

the minimum amount of time.

In order for the steering committee to compare the relative trade-offs of

proposed management strategies as well as the feasibility of implementation, a model-

driven decision support system was necessary to allow each party involved in the

decision-making process to assess the acceptability of the alternatives being

considered. The model described in this paper (one component of this DSS) projects

current and future habitat conditions while tracking both stand- and landscape-level

attributes. It provides spatially explicit features and measurable trade-offs that would

otherwise be difficult to quantify.

The need to consider sustainable harvest levels and habitat conditions over an

extensive timeframe while managing for conflicting ecological and economic goals

leads to a fairly complicated decision support system. In addition, the multiple-

objective strategic forest planning models that form the basis of this DSS must also

incorporate such tactical-level constraints as adjacency, riparian reserves, and logging

systems. The level of detail necessary to incorporate these site-specific attributes
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improves the realism of the model but significantly increases its complexity and size.

It is because of this exceptional level of detail and complexity that modeling errors can

occur, and why the modeling effort presented here proved to be a useful verification

tool for the model actually used by ODF in their analysis. In a model that already has

dozens of parameters and requires massive amounts of data input, many classical

methods of solving these types of problems become cumbersome, impracticable, and

at worst, obsolete. These methods are discussed in the next section along with the

justification of the technique used in this study.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There are various ways to describe models: based on their intended use, their

inputs and outputs, constraints, spatial and temporal considerations, and basic problem

solving approach. For instance, because management actions and policy implications

often cannot be known immediately through direct testing, simulation models are

often used as decision-making tools to assess how management actions will affect the

attainment of management goals. Optimization models are also useful in offering a

better allocation of resources to help meet management goals. A brief explanation of

the difference between simulation and optimization modeling follows a description of

the forest planning model hierarchy. After a few modeling classification terms are
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explained, a discussion of the various approaches to problem formulation and solution

techniques concludes Chapter 1.

Modeling hierarchy

At the top of the forest planning model hierarchy is the strategic plan, from

which the more specific tactical plan is derived, down to the short-term operational

plan (Davis et al. 2001). It is hierarchical because the results from the general, large-

picture strategic plans are used as input for the more specific plans, and both spatial

characteristics and the time frames involved become increasingly smaller and more

exact. The long-term strategic plan incorporates the entire planning horizon, typically

looking one or more rotations ahead, and addresses issues such as forest-wide

structure, timber supply, ecological conditions, and land procurement (Davis et al.

2001). This plan usually specifies which units of land are harvested for each of the

planning periods through the process of prescription generation and assignment.

Tactical planning breaks down the first period or two of the strategic plan and looks

ahead from one to ten or more years into the future. Contracts, budgets, logging

systems, and road access are some of the considerations at this level of planning The

operational level generally plans one month at a time for up to a year or more by

configuring the requirements of the tactical plan into individual tasks such as timber

marking, timber sale layout, and the scheduling of equipment.



Model classification

The two basic methods of landscape analysis through strategic planning are

simulation and optimization. Simulation attempts to imitate the behavior of a facility

or process by modeling assumptions about that system (Law and Kelton 2000). It

answers the question, "Given this set of assumptions and starting conditions, what will

be the likely outcome?" However, simulation lacks the ability to maximize potential

benefits or minimize undesirable conditions subject to limitations and constraints in

order to reach a defined goal. Optimization techniques search for the best path or

schedule of activities to reach goals, although sometimes relationships within the

system must be simplified in order to make modeling the assumptions feasible.

The project presented in this thesis provides a source of verification for the

main component (a series of hybrid simulation-optimization models) of a model-

driven decision-support system (DSS) designed to aid in the evaluation of

management alternatives. The models in this DSS, as well as the model presented

here, are strategic level simulation models (with some tactical considerations) that

attempt to optimize the harvest schedule of timber resources subject to political,

ecological, and economic management constraints. Although these models use an

efficient-search process that incrementally improves the solution in guiding the

scheduling of timber harvest, they are not guaranteed to find an optimal solution.

Further explanation is included in the heuristics description below. As a final note on

the general description of the modeling process in this project, two more terms are
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used to define the harvest scheduling model. Because the model represents change to

a landscape over time, it is referred to as dynamic model. Due to the inclusion of

random variables into the model, and thus output data being semi-random as well, the

model is stochastic and produces only estimates for a particular set of input

parameters. Therefore, several runs of the model are necessary in order to produce a

more realistic sample set of output parameters. A sufficient number of runs depends

on the variability of the solutions produced.

Modeling techniques

There are several mathematical programming techniques, as well as some non-

mathematical techniques, that have been used extensively in forestry applications to

achieve optimal or near-optimal solutions to optimization problems such as harvest

scheduling. This section contains descriptions, major limitations, and some harvest

scheduling applications of each method.

Linear programming

Linear programming (LP) is an optimization method that has been used to

solve scheduling problems in North American forestry since the 1960's (Curtis 1962,
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Kidd et al. 1966). LP locates the optimum solution in a convex solution space within

a finite number of steps. LP utilizes a linear objective function and linear constraints.

The objective function defines performance criterion; this is the function that is

optimized. The constraints are the boundaries within which allowable values of the

decision variables are located. Decision variables are the resources in the problem

formulation that can be controlled and are not fixed. Decision variables in LP are

continuous values that must be nonnegative real numbers. If the constraints

formulated cannot be met, the solution is infeasible.

One of the main limitations in implementing a linear programming application

is that the continuous solution variables from the LP must be applied to discrete

harvest units. The result is fractionalized units and strategic considerations that do not

always match up to the tactical specifications, thus making direct implementation

difficult. In addition, LP models are limited when problem formulations include long

time horizons, a very large number of harvest units, and complicated spatial

constraints. Some adjacency constraints have been modeled using linear programming

(Jones et al. 1986, Meneghin et al. 1988) but the aggregated results cannot be

explicitly recognized and a site-specific application to individual harvest units is

impossible. This issue casts doubt on the accuracy of harvest schedules predicted

through LP techniques (Daust and Nelson 1993).

Thompson et al. (1973) and Mealey et al. (1982) explicitly incorporated spatial

constraints into their LP models but the formulations were limited to smaller

problems. Jones et al. (1986) and Meneghin et al. (1988) modeled adjacency
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restrictions in an efficient maimer that significantly reduced the number of constraints.

These applications considered spatial constraints in their model but did not include

harvest flow constraints, which is a requirement for the problem solved in this thesis.

Although Barahona et al. (1992) modeled spatial constraints in the form of cutting

patterns using linear programming, they relied upon heuristics to obtain an integer

solution.

Integer progranmiing

As the inclusion of adjacency considerations, stricter environmental

constraints, and multiple-use criteria became necessary in harvest scheduling, there

was an increased need for greater spatial specificity in models. Integer programming

(TP) may be considered a type of heuristic that uses LP as a subroutine. It became a

popular method because spatial relationships could be represented with binary (0/1)

decision variables, thus avoiding the continuous variable problem of LP (Murray and

Snyder 2000). In this manner, whole management units could be assigned the same

prescriptions, being scheduled or unscheduled at the same time. The constraints are

modeled much the same as in LP but with some additional constraints added to make

the desired values integer.

IP has some of the same limitations as in linear programming problem sizes

are limited by the number of decision variables and cannot handle nonlinear
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relationships among constraints or decision variables. Perhaps even more importantly,

an optimal solution reported as global in IP may only be a local minima or maxima.

In addition, IP solutions times are greater than those of LP.

O'Hara et al. (1989) developed spatially and temporally constrained IP

harvesting models but modeled a short planning horizon that did not allow for

reharvest of the stands. Roise (1990) also considered adjacency and harvest flow

constraints through the implementation of a nonlinear IP model although it lacked

reharvest capabilities as well. Snyder and ReVelle (1997) developed a spatially

constrained TP model called SHARe that could be solved to optimality through exact

methods. However, the size of the problem modeled was relatively small (as

compared to the Elliott problem) with only 441 units with regular grid block

adjacencies and no harvest flow constraints.

Mixed-integer programming

As in IP, mixed-integer programming (MIP) is considered an extension of LP

and can constrain decision variables to that of integer values in order to overcome the

LP limitations. The difference is that M1P uses both continuous and integer (not just

binary) decision variables to represent a solution (Hillier and Lieberman 1986).

The pitfalls of MIP are much the same as in IP: because the computational

burden required for integer solutions is great, the problem is limited to a relatively
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small number of variables and constraints due to runtime considerations (Yoshimoto et

al. 1994). The decision variables must be continuous as well, preventing application

to nonlinear problems.

Kirby et al. (1980) developed a MIP model, the Integrated Resource Planning

Model (1RPM), containing dichotomous decision variables. As is typical with MIP

applications, only very small problems are capable of being solved using this method.

Jones et al. (1991) developed a way to formulate adjacency restrictions with fewer

constraints, thus being able to model larger problems. This method may still only be

applied to moderately sized planning problems such as small-scale tactical plans. Hof

and Joyce (1993) modeled static habitat scheduling problems with MIP using regular

block units. Their problem contained only 25 units and four periods with no

adjacency constraints and was noted as leading to a fairly large MIP. With current

algorithms and hardware, MIP is clearly only useful for modeling of small harvest

schedules with short planning horizons.

Dynamic programming (DP) offers a much more efficient solution method

than LP, IP, or M1P if the mathematical programming problem fits the DP structure

(Hoganson and Borges 1998). Unlike LP and IP, DP is capable of solving nonlinear

problem formulations. In DP the criterion function is analogous to the objective
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function and defines the performance of the system and the functions that are being

optimized (Leuschner 1990). The variables associated with DP system equations are

called the stage, state, and control variables. The stage variable, which may be

continuous or discrete and is often described in terms of time, defines the sequence in

which decisions are made (Leuschrier 1990). State variables define the system's state

over all stage variables and are determined by the process (such as biological law) as

well as previous decisions (Leuschner 1990). Finally, the control variables are

decisions that are chosen directly and are also called decision variables (Leuschner

1990).

Perhaps the most limiting feature of DP is the problem of dimensionality

where the number of calculations involved expands exponentially as more state

variables are added to the problem (Leuschner 1990). This creates a massive

computational burden and, in addition, there is no standard DP algorithm. Users must

model the production system along with the DP algorithm.

Bare et al. (1984) solved harvest scheduling problems using DP although their

application was limited to small problems both temporally and spatially. Hoganson

and Borges (1998) solved larger problems by overlapping sub problems, yet the

conceptually simple problems were solved with simple adjacency, few prescription

possibilities, and regular shaped blocks. Most other applications of DP are for stand-

level optimization.



Binary search

Binary search (BS) is best described by Leuschner (1990):

Binary search is, as the name implies, a search routine.
It is binary in the sense that the search algorithms start
with a bounded solution space and reduce the range of
the bounds by repeatedly dividing the bounded solution
space into two parts and detennining which of the two
parts must contain the optimal value. Binary search is
not an optimization technique in the sense of LP or goal
programming. There is no stated objective function
which is optimized subject to constraints. Rather, the
objective variable is programmed into the routine and
the routine iterates until it converges on a solution. The
solution may be subject to constraints and ending
conditions programmed into the routine. The ending
condition, which causes the routine to terminate, is
usually stated as lying within a tolerance range.

Because of the way in which binary search is structured, only one goal at a

time can be considered. The decision variables are limited and are usually annual cut

volumes. Unlike LP packages, the sensitivity analyses are not easily implemented nor

easily interpreted. Additionally, binary search does not allow for varying rotation ages

(Leuschner 1990).

One of the most well known applications of binary search was by Walker

(1971, 1975). Walker developed ECHO (Economic Harvest Optimization Model),

which optimizes present net worth (PNW) ending in a steady-state forest, to analyze

supply behavior. However, there has been debate for decades about whether or not

ECHO produces an optimal solution (Leuschner 1990). Lyon and Sedjo (1983)

16
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produced a correct solution to the ECHO problem using optimal control techniques,

however it has been used only for policy problems with sparse forest variables. Other

published models include SORAC (Chappelle 1966), SIMAC (Sassaman et al. 1972),

and TREES (Tedder et al. 1980).

Monte Carlo integer programming

Monte Carlo integer programming (MCIP) was one of the first heuristic

approaches to the harvest scheduling problem. MCIP is a sampling procedure that

randomly selects variables such as units or prescriptions for assignment (Boston and

Bettinger 1999). As harvest scheduling problems became too large for traditional LP

or MIP formulations, MCIP became more popular.

Although MCIP does not generate optimal solutions, it does tend to find good

feasible solutions to rather complex problems. Also, MCIP is good at solving block-

scheduling problems, but this type of formulation has limitations when specifying

harvest units in long-range planning problems (Daust and Nelson 1993). Another

limitation to MCIP is that although the solutions are randomly generated, it does not

successively improve solutions (Nelson and Brodie 1990) by building on the work

done to generate a previous solution. Instead, each solution is completely discarded

before generating the next solution (Mullen and Butler 1997).
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Bullard et al. (1985) used random search to solve a problem to within 1% of

the optimum found through complete enumeration for a stand-level application. A

model developed by O'Hara et al. (1989) considered both harvest flow and spatial

constraints but used a simplified adjacency formulation where no adjacent units,

regardless of size, could be harvested. When policy allows aggregation of harvest

units not to exceed a certain maximum clear-cut size in a specified amount of time, the

method applied by O'Hara et al. becomes inefficient since harvests would be

randomly scattered throughout the forest and not of optimal size. Nelson and Finn

(199 1) solved a long-range, spatial planning problem using regular blocks of equal

sizes, which are easier to model and not realistic in most cases. Clements et al. (1990)

and Nelson and Brodie (1990) modeled irregular systems of parcels with MCIP.

However, all of these applications concerned relatively small problem sizes compared

to the harvest schedules modeled today.

Heuristic programming

Heuristic programming (HP) techniques, also referred to as heuristics, are not

true mathematical programming formulations in the sense that they do not meet

certain mathematical criteria (necessary and sufficient conditions) such as

convergence and optimality (Zanakis and Evans 1981). Heuristics utilize a set of

well-defined rules to systematically search a solution space quickly. Because the
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search does not evaluate every possibility for a particular solution, it is often called an

approximation or inexact procedure (Barr et al. 1995). An optimal solution may not

be provided, but solutions can be very good and are often found quickly with a

relatively low level of effort. In addition, heuristic methods allow for very large,

potentially nonlinear, combinatorial problems to be solved in a reasonable amount of

time. Many of the harvest scheduling problems solved today are complex with

planning horizons of 30 or more periods, harvest flow restrictions, multiple

management goals, and complex adjacency constraints. Heuristics do not require that

all possible combinations encountered in a problem be stated a priori (Boston and

Bettinger 1999).

Situations where heuristics are particularly advantageous are discussed in

Zanakis and Evans (1981):

Data used in estimating model parameters are imprecise or contain

inaccuracies such that any resulting errors may be much greater than the

"suboptimality" of a heuristic solution.

A simplification of the problem is necessary in order to facilitate modeling,

and thus finding an optimal solution to an approximation of the problem is

irrelevant.

A reliable exact method is not available.

An exact method is available, but is either computationally burdensome or

unacceptably time-consuming
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It is required that the same problem is repeatedly solved and solutions be

provided quickly.

A heuristic solution may be good enough for practical applications,

especially if it produces results better than those currently realized.

In addition, Barr et al. (1995) suggest that the most useful heuristics should produce

high-quality solutions quickly, should not be very sensitive to differences in problem

characteristics, data quality, or tuning parameters, should be easy to implement and

have a broad application to a range of problems.

The most obvious limitation when using heuristics is that an optimal solution is

not guaranteed. In addition, often times it is not even known how close to optimal a

solution is due to the lack of mathematical rigor discussed above. However, many

researchers realize that mathematical rigor does not always equate with efficient,

useful systems in practice (Zanakis and Evans 1981). For these reasons, and because

heuristics avoid many of the limitations of the other techniques described above,

heuristic programming was used in solving the harvest scheduling problems presented

in this work.

There is a large body of literature showing a variety of forestry applications

being solved with different neighborhood search heuristic techniques: simulated

annealing (Lockwood and Moore 1993, Murray and Church 1996), Tabu Search

(Murray and Church 1995, Misund et al. 1995, Bettinger et al. 1997, 1998; Brumelle

et al. 1998), and genetic algorithms (Nelson and Liu 1994, Mullen 1996), as well as

many other methods. Simulated annealing (SA) was the heuristic method chosen to
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solve the complex harvest schedules presented in this thesis. Although some

applications have found Tabu search (Murray and Church 1995) or other techniques to

work better than SA on individual problems, heuristics tend to be problem-specific. A

heuristic that performs well for one problem may not be as effective at finding a good

solution for another problem (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983). A more detailed description of

simulated annealing is given in the methods section.

One of the earliest applications of neighborhood search heuristics in forestry

was that by Lockwood and Moore (1993). Using simulated annealing, they developed

a harvest schedule for a 20,000-stand problem with maximum clearcut size restrictions

and green-up periods. Although it was a remarkable application at the time, the

problem was restricted to only one treatment and a short planning horizon of less than

one rotation that did not allow for reharvest. However, many important ideas came

from their work that still influence heuristic-based harvest scheduling today. In

another seminal work, Murray and Church (1995) compared three different heuristic

techniques applied to an operational forest planning problem. Yoshimoto et al. (1994)

solved a long-term scheduling problem with harvest flow and adjacency constraints by

partitioning the problem and then solving the subproblems. This does not guarantee,

however, that the solution produced can be feasibly implemented on every unit over

the entire planning horizon. Tabu search was implemented by Bettinger et al. (1997)

to schedule timber harvests subject to adjacency constraints and wildlife habitat

quality goals. This particular adjacency constraint formulation was limited to

checking orthogonal adjacent units, thus simplifying it from the opening size
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restriction approach, which is a much harder problem to solve. But tabu search and

other heuristics have been used (Bettinger et al. 2002) to solve more complicated

adjacency issues including minimum patch size goals and area restriction problems.

Obman and Eriksson (1998) used simulated annealing to create contiguous areas of

old growth for a long-range planning problem. Although the number of prescriptions

implemented was very limited and the number of compartments was small, the authors

believe that their technique applied to real-world situations with very large, complex

problems would still perform quite well and improve overall habitat by reducing

fragmentation.

Summary

Many of the optimization techniques discussed above are limited to the

modeling of short planning horizons when the problem involves complex constraints

such as adjacency considerations and exclusion periods. Some approaches overcome

this by modeling longer horizons but ensuring spatial feasibility for only the first few

planning periods (Nelson and Brodie 1990, Nelson et al. 1991). Daust and Nelson

(1993) found this technique to compromise accuracy since many adjacency violations

do not become evident until much later in the planning horizon. Other common

limitations with mathematical programming techniques are long computer runtimes
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for large problems, lack of ability to model nonlinear relationships, and aggregated

results that cannot be specifically applied to individual harvest units.

As reported by Bettinger et al. (1999), scheduling problems with adjacency and

harvest flow constraints are typically difficult to solve optimally. It is often more

important to find spatially and temporally feasible solutions quickly, especially when

the models involved are components of decision support systems and many

alternatives must be evaluated in a short amount of time with repeated simulations.

Also, when making yield and economic predictions 150 years into the future, it is not

likely that results will be accurate, no matter how good the data. Markets, politics,

regulations, and public views all change The extraordinary effort required to solve a

problem of the magnitude modeled in this study to optimality is not practical when

considering one would be trying to find an exact solution to an inexact problem.

Heuristic methods, although not guaranteeing optimal solutions, have the flexibility

that allows all of the necessary aspects of the planning problem to be incorporated into

the scheduling formulation. For this reason, a heuristic programming method was

used to solve the problem presented in this study.



METHODS

This chapter describes the model input data and related assumptions, problem

formulation, model structure, and the heuristic search procedure and other

methodology used to produce and evaluate a final solution.

DATA

A large amount of spatial data was provided by ODF and is detailed in the next

section. This discussion lays the groundwork for a later description of problem

formulation and model structure. Growth and yield inputs are explained in the second

section followed by economic and other data inputs in the third section.

Spatial data

The spatial data layers used for the modeling in this study include both

political and biological information for each polygon. The political/administrative

data include county, ownership, roads, management basins, final harvest units, and

logging systems. The biological/physical characteristics include site and slope classes,

Swiss Needle Cast areas, non-productive sites, reserve areas, percentage of a polygon
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located within 700 feet of a road and 30 feet of a road right-of-way, and whether or

not a polygon is located within a stream buffer. The spatial information used in the

harvest scheduling model is described below.

Polygon

Polygons are the most basic unit of land (least aggregated) used in the

modeling process. A polygon is created from the combination of a stand and the

logging setting that stand is located in (i.e. each different stand within a setting is a

polygon). The minimum polygon size is one acre. There are 57,696 polygons

modeled in this study.

Stand

Vegetation types (derived from aerial photos) are broken down into stands

based on ground plot inventory data that includes trees per acre, species, age, and tree

height infonnation. Stands are used in the modeling to coordinate harvests within

logging settings: each stand type in a setting must be assigned the same thinning

prescription. Stands can overlap between logging settings, thus being divided into

multiple polygons.



Setting

Logging settings (hereafter called settings) refer to logical logging units based

on operational feasibility. These areas may consist of one or many contiguous

polygons, and range from 1 to 108 acres in size, with an average size of 38 acres.

Although different prescriptions (thinning intensities) may be applied within the same

setting (at the stand level), the entry times must be coordinated so that an entire setting

is treated at the same time. There are 1904 settings modeled in this study.

Vegcode

Sixty-nine vegetation types (hereafter called vegcode) were derived from aerial

photos. A description of the existing stand was developed from ground plot data

within each vegetation type.

Stratum

26

Stands were stratified into 23 basic strata (groupings) based on species, age,

relative density, and average stand diameter combinations. These strata were then
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duplicated for each site and slope class and Swiss Needle Cast zone for a total of 552

strata to which 24 regeneration strata were added. Prescriptions were then applied at

the strata level. Strata are described in more detail under the Growth and Yield Data

section below.

Basin

The Elliott is divided into 18 management basins, 17 of which were included

in the harvest scheduling process. The eighteenth basin is a collection of scattered

parcels that are geographically removed from the main body of the Elliott forest and

are considered separately for management. Dispersal and Nesting, Roosting, Foraging

habitat requirements as well as disturbance limits next to a Habitat Conservation Area

or Marbled Murrelet Management Area depend on the basin in which the habitat or

reserve is located. Basin delineations are based on hydrologic boundaries plus other

considerations such as road access. Most basins contain the drainage of one or two

primary streams. The 17 management basins modeled in this project are labeled in

Figure 2.1.



Figure 2.1: Management basins on the Elliott State Forest

County

Every polygon is located in Coos, Curry, or Douglas County and is assigned a

numerical code for its respective county. This information is used for tracking

harvesting income for each county. Because Curry County contains only scattered

parcels, which are considered separately for management, only polygons located in

Coos or Douglas County are included in the modeling. Approximately 59,352 acres of

the Elliott are in Coos County and 34,096 acres are in Douglas County.
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Fund

This variable ties each polygon to an ownership category so that revenue for

the Common School Fund on CSFL land and income for counties and local taxing

districts (forest development fund) on BOF land can be tracked separately.

Site class

The Elliott State Forest consists primarily of site class 2 land, with three basins

categorized as site 1 and two basins classified as site 3 land. Site class is one

consideration in assigning a polygon to a regeneration stratum once it is harvested.

Slope class

The Elliott State Forest is grouped into four slope classes: less than 26% (slope

class 1), 26 to 42% (slope class 2), 43 to 70% (slope class 3), and greater than 70%

slope (slope class 4). The slope class is a factor in determining both the regeneration

stratum of a polygon and the logging system with which it is harvested.
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Operationally limited area

These areas are excluded from harvest for various reasons, including hazardous

logging conditions, poor site quality, or because they are prime wildlife habitat of a

type not covered under the other habitat designations. Some are aesthetically valuable

to a particular viewshed while others are designated cultural resource areas. No

management of any kind may occur in operationally limited areas. 4673 acres on the

Elliott are considered to be operationally limited, and are primarily located along the

northeast boundary of the forest. The darker areas in Figure 2.2 represent

operationally limited areas.

Figure 2.2: Operationally limited areas on the Elliott State Forest
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Swiss Needle Cast zone

All polygons are assigned a code for being either outside or within a zone of

the forest considered infected with Swiss Needle Cast (SNC). SNC areas within the

zone of infestation are not thinned unless they are located on a north-facing slope.

North-facing slopes are assigned prescriptions that select heavily against Douglas-fir

when thinning and plant only western hemlock and western red cedar after a

regeneration harvest. There are about 32,871 acres on the Elliott within the SNC zone,

and about 60,577 acres outside of the SNC zone. Areas deemed highly susceptible to

Swiss Needle Cast are located on the western half of the forest, on north-facing slopes.

These are the darker areas shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Swiss Needle Cast zone on the Elliott State Forest
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Logging system

There are four logging system categories: helicopter, tractor, cable, and

difficult cable. Each category has a different harvesting cost associated with it, both

for thinning and clearcutting. These costs are listed in the Economic Data section

below. Difficult cable logging areas are stands that are considered to have rough

enough terrain to result in a volume reduction per acre due to log breakage.

Road

This value is the percentage of a polygon that is within the 30-foot road right-

of-way. This percentage is removed from acreage calculations when a polygon

containing a road is harvested.

Within 700 feet
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This variabl is the percentage of a polygon that is within 700 feet (horizontal

distance) of a road. ODF uses a thinning technology on the Elliott that allows easy,
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efficient logging within 700 feet from a road. Any stands that are more than 700 feet

from a road are not eligible to be thinned.

Stream buffer

Stream buffers on the Elliott act as riparian reserves to contribute to the

protection of aquatic species and link areas of older forest structure. Each polygon is

classified as being either upland or in a stream buffer. Management of polygons

located within stream buffers is precluded. There are 8524 acres in stream buffers on

the Elliott.

Marbled Murrelet Management Area (MMMA)

Approximately 200 acres are set aside around each known Murrelet nesting

area. A polygon is designated as either being in a MMMA or not, and the appropriate

management strategy (described in the Problem Formulation section) is applied.

About total of 6008 MMMA acres exist on the Elliott.



Habitat Conservation Area (HCA)

Designated areas with late successional forest structure are set aside to provide

refugia for biodiversity and protection for spotted owls. A polygon is designated as

either being in a HCA or not, and the appropriate management strategy (described in

the Problem Formulation section) is applied. About 6364 HCA acres exist on the

Elliott.

Reserve

There are 30 fixed habitat reserves located on the Elliott, totaling over 12,000

acres. Reserves are managed for non-commodity values and include HCAs and

MMMAs. These areas are off-limits to clearcutting, and have other restrictions on

harvesting activities in adjacent units (described in the Problem Formulation section).

These are the darker areas shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Fixed habitat reserves on the Elliott State Forest

Adjacent reserve unit

This is a code that designates each polygon as being either adjacent or not to a

reserve. Harvesting near reserves is limited to minimize habitat disturbance

(described in the Problem Formulation section below).

Acreage

This value is the acreage of each polygon.
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Growth and yield data

Prescriptions for the Elliott State Forest were developed by ODF Coos District

silviculturists in cooperation with an ODF forest planning specialist. Growth and

yield projections were contracted out to an inventory specialist who created the

extensive yield tables used in this model as well as other Elliott planning models.

Projections were done using the SMC version of ORGANON (Hann et al. 1997).

All stands on the Elliott were stratified into 23 groupings (strata) of species,

age, relative density, and average stand diameter combinations. These strata were then

duplicated for three site classes (average site index 100, 115, and 125), four slope

classes (0-25, 26-43, 44-70, 71+), and inside and outside the Swiss needle cast zone.

This yielded 552 strata to which another 24 were added for plantations for regenerated

stands. The plantations, hereafter referred to as regeneration strata, were derived by

combining different planting levels of trees per acre (TPA) and species mixes. Four

regeneration strata were used for areas outside of the SNC zone and one stratum for

areas inside the SNC zone. For all acres within the SNC zone, a growth reduction was

applied to Douglas-fir. ORGANON reduces growth by approximately 7%: 2.8% for

height, 4.2% for basal area, and 2.1% for average stand diameter. The 24 regeneration

strata were defined as combinations of the two SNC conditions (inside or outside SNC

zone), four slope classes (0-25, 26-43, 44-70, 7 1+), and three site classes (average site

index 100, 115, and 125). This yielded a total of 576 strata. Each stratum was

represented by one plot.
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The silvicultural prescriptions developed for the alternative modeled here take

into consideration regeneration and structure as well as the method of harvest. Over a

200-year time frame, each prescription (except for the grow-only prescription) has

between one and six thinnings that take an upper relative density (RD) of 55 down to

between 20 and 45 RD. Residual relative densities of 20 are followed by an

underplanting of 200 TPA (70% hemlock, 30% red cedar). The relative densities used

were Curtis's (Curtis 1982), and were based on a percent stocking for Douglas-fir.

The RID was not weighted by species, although red alder was not included in RD

calculations. The minimum interval between thinnings is 15 years and increases for

older age stands. An assumption that is incorporated into the yield tables regarding

commercial thinning is that the thinnings are from below and give leave preference in

this order: Sitka spruce, western red cedar, western hemlock, and Douglas-fir. This is

primarily to minimize the potential impact of the Swiss Needle Cast disease.

In calculating the merchantable harvest yields, a deduction of 8% for defect

and breakage was applied to each log. The merchantability specifications are shown

in Table 2.1.

Green tree retention and downed wood allocation were incorporated into the

modeling process through prescription generation and yield projections. Refer to

Table 2.2 below for a summary of leave tree specifications. The values shown for

diameter, height, age, and volume reflect minimum requirements. In the yield data,

four green trees per acre (three Douglas-fir (DF) and one Western hemlock (WH)),

large enough to satisfy a 4200 total bf/ac requirement, were left if the slope was



Slope < SO %

Species

DF
RA
WH

3

Fleight
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greater than 50%. If the slope was less than 50%, ten green trees per acre (eight DF,

one WH, and one red alder (RA)) were left for a total volume of 11,300 bf/ac. When

modeling the understory cohort with remnant trees present, the RD was calculated on

all trees, excluding red alder. The new stand was grown to age 15 in the Forest

Projection System (FPS) model (Arney and Millner 2000), and then pre-commercially

thinned (PCT) in ORGANON at age 15. The green trees were inserted into the

treelists post-PCT. At time of final harvest, the green trees left from the previous

stand are harvested, and new leave trees are retained.

Table 2.1: Merchantable log specifications

Top Diameter
Trim Allowance
Stump Height
Average Log Length
Minimum Log Length

Board Foot Cubic Foot
5 inches 2 inches
8 inches 8 inches
0.5 foot 0.5 foot
32 feet
12 feet

Table 2 2 Minimum specifications for green tree retention

TPA DBH Height Age BF/Tree TPA DBH BF/Tree

Slope>50%

8 28" 160' 120 1300 28" 160' 120 1300
1 16" 80' 100 300 16" 80' 100 300
1 28" 96' 120 600
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Downed wood was incorporated into the yields by reducing the harvest

volumes to account for merchantable volume retained on the ground. Harvest

volumes were reduced by 500 bf/ac at the time of final harvests or thinnings of stands

older than 76 years of age.

The current conditions of the Elliott State Forest are summarized below.

Figure 2.5 displays the starting condition acres in ten-year age classes. Figure 2.6

shows the quadratic mean diameter (QMD) in five-inch classes. Figure 2.7 displays

the Curtis's relative density and Figure 2.8 has the TPA distribution.

Figure 2.5: Current condition age class distribution by ten-year age classes
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Figure 2.6: Current condition quadratic mean diameter (QMD) in five-inch classes
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Figure 2.7: Current condition Curtis's relative density (RD)
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Figure 2.8: Current condition trees per acre (TPA)
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Economic data

Pond values and harvesting costs reflect average values in western Oregon as

of 2001 (provided by Coos District office). The pond values by species are presented

in Tables 2.3 - 2.5. Miscellaneous costs and logging costs are presented in Tables 2.6

and 2.7, respectively. A real discount rate of 4.5% was used for the analysis presented

here. All prices, costs, and discount rates were assumed to remain constant over the

planning horizon.
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Costs

Table 2.3: Douglas-fir pond values

Log Size DF ($/MBF) Other Conifers ($/MBF)
<5"DIB 110 120
>=5"DTB&5OBF 440 315
>=6"DIB&5OBF 520 385
>=12"DIB&6OBF 550 435
>=16"DIB&17' 650 500
>=24"DIB&17' 755 500

Table 2.4: Western Red Cedar pond values

Log Size WRC ($/MBF)
<5"DIB 165

DIE & 50 BF 600
DIB & 50 BF 725

>= 20" DIB&210 BE 825

Table 2.5: Red alder pond values

Log Size RA ($/MBF)
<8"DIB 235
>= 8" DIE 470

Table 2.6: Miscellaneous harvesting costs

$IMBF
Hauling 53.79
Road Maintenance 19.82
Project 18.52
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Table 2.7: Logging costs

Harvesting Method Clearcut ($/MBF) Thin ($/MBF)
Helicopter 300 430
Tractor/Cable 137 280
Difficult Cable 165 380

Note: Difficult cable consists of acres located more than 1000 feet slope distance from
a road.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The essential task of this modeling effort is to estimate the harvest volume,

revenue stream, and habitat outputs for the current Elliott HCP alternative. Although

the harvest volume and revenue stream are for the most part non-spatial issues, the

habitat modeling presents a very complicated spatial problem to solve. In addition, the

modeling for the Elliott requires that the planning horizon be long enough to obtain

the desired stand structures while also allowing the effects of these structures on

multiple generations of wildlife populations to be determined. Therefore, the

appropriate modeling analysis length was determined to be a 150-year planning

horizon with 30 five-year planning periods. All prices, costs, and discount rates

discussed herein are applied to the middle of each planning period.

Each solution (i.e. harvest schedule) generated by the model defines seven

decision variables for each of the 57,696 polygons. The first three variables define the

regeneration period (one to three final harvests during the 150-year planning horizon)
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and the other four define the thinning prescriptions that can be assigned in between

each final harvest period. This yields over 400,000 integer decision variables. In

addition to this timeline that details when and how each polygon should be harvested,

the model also tracks:

thinning and clearcut volumes and acres each period by county and

basin,

thinning and clearcut volumes and acres within and outside of SNC

zones,

thinning and clearcut volumes and acres within various wildlife habitat

types,

standing (inventory) volume before and after harvest,

inventory age class distribution each period,

Nesting, Roosting, and Foraging (NRF) and dispersal habitat acres and

location,

total acres that are off base to any logging,

cost and revenues,

and net present value.

Due to the complicated spatial issues, substantial number of decision variables,

and highly structured data tracking involved, a heuristic scheduling model was

developed using the C programming language. This model implements a heuristic

search procedure (described in Solution Methodology) to search the feasible solution

space for an approximate optimal solution. The remainder of this section describes the
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basic modeling structure by further explaining the problem formulation and expressing

the mathematical representation of constraints.

Objective function

The Elliott's current HCP management effort has the primary goal of

maximizing the first period harvest while achieving the highest level of sustainable

harvest subject to non-declining flow of harvest volume for the entire 150-year

planning horizon. This goal is subject to the attainment of the following habitat

objectives:

a lower limit on northern spotted owl habitat

a lower limit on marbied-murrelet habitat

a lower limit on dispersal habitat

an upper limit on the amount of disturbance near a reserve

The goal is also subject to these operational restrictions:

1. maximum clearcut size <= 120 acres

2 minimum green-up time >= 5 years

settings must have minimum average age of 45 years before being

scheduled for clearcut

any stand> 76 years of age that is <700 feet from a road may only

receive two types of thinning prescriptions
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5. any stand < 76 years of age that is > 700 feet from a road may not be

thinned

The objective function value represents a quantitative measure of the quality of

a solution. In this case, ODF wishes to minimize the deviations in each time period

from a target harvest volume. The greater the deviation in each period from this

volume target, the more a solution is considered to be unacceptable. In order to

evaluate the attainment of the non-declining flow requirement, a modified goal

programming objective function is used to minimize weighted deviations from the

harvest targets. These targets are used to control harvest flows temporally.

The objective function takes the form:

Minimize:

30 ( i
;pEP(i)

= index of management units (logging settings)

I = total set of management units

p = management prescription for unit i

P = total set of prescriptions

t = index of time periods

P(z) = all management prescriptions applicable to unit i

M1 = multiplier to scale deviations from targets in each time period t
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T1 = target harvest volume in time period t

Vj = volume per acre available for harvest in setting i, using prescription

p, in time periodt

X = binary variable indicating whether (1) or not (0) setting i is harvested

during time period t

A, = area of setting i

X = exponential term to nonlinearly penalize larger deviations from

targets

Therefore, the greater the deviation is from the target harvest in each period, the

higher the objective function value. The model thus guides towards a better solution

by minimizing the objective function.

Three objective function parameters must be selected:

harvest volume targets (Ti)

multipliers (M1)

exponential penalty (x)

Initially, harvest targets were set each period to guide the harvest schedule towards the

ODF goal of 50 million board feet (mnibf) per year harvest from the Elliott. This is

the estimated sustainable harvest level (Oregon Department of Forestry 1987).

Therefore, the target harvest volume per period was set to 250 mmbf. Model runs

showed that the schedule was lacking the desired volume in periods five through nine.

The targets for these periods were raised to 275 mmbf, creating greater deviations
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from the higher targets, and thus penalizing this difference more. This provided

greater emphasis on higher harvest for those periods in order to reduce the effect of the

penalty. The result was that earlier on in the scheduling process less was harvested in

the first four periods (where the penalties were less) in order to have the volume

available for harvest in the later periods.

However, because maximizing the first period harvest is an important goal for

the state to achieve, the schedule eventually needed to bring the harvest back up in this

period. To guide the schedule towards achieving this goal, the multiplier values were

varied by period. The multipliers act to "punish" a bad move by weighting the

deviations from a desired schedule to make the choice more unappealing. For

instance, a multiplier of two would make a deviation of 10 mmbf become a deviation

of 20 mmbf. Three different multipliers were applied to the objective function: the

first (Ml) was applied to periods one through four, the second (M2) was applied to

periods five through nine, and the third (M3) was applied to periods 10 through 30.

After much experimenting with different multiplier levels, Ml was set to seven, M2

was set to six, and M3 was set to one. Although the harvest volume could not be

found by the search initially, perhaps due to the need to fill the volume gap in periods

five through nine, the objective function eventually guided the search towards higher

initial harvest volumes due to the effect of the multipliers.

The exponential term is also used to penalize deviations from targets.

However, where multipliers penalize all deviations for a period equally, any quadratic

term greater than one places heavier penalties on solutions that are further from the
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target. For example, using a quadratic penalty of two will penalize a deviation of 400

from the target a hundred times more than it would penalize a deviation of 40. A

multiplier of two would only penalize a deviation of 400 from the target ten times that

of a deviation of 40. Also, using an even-numbered quadratic term will penalize both

underachievement and overachievement of harvest targets (this could also be achieved

by taking the absolute value of the harvest volume). This is important in keeping an

even-flow of harvest volume. Although the harvest targets and multipliers varied by

period, the exponential penalty of two was kept constant for all periods.

The habitat and operational constraints are not expressed directly in the

objective function but are instead modeled as hard constraints. This means that the

requirements have to be met entirely, and only solutions that meet these requirements

can be considered feasible. The formulation of the habitat constraints is discussed

next, followed by a discussion of the operational constraints.

Habitat constraints

There are five habitat types recognized in the current alternative, each with a

different set of management guidelines. Habitat Conservation Areas (HCA5), Marbled

Murrelet Management Areas (MMMAs), and riparian reserves are spatially fixed

wildlife habitat types. Their location does not change over the planning horizon.

HCAs provide permanent habitat for northern spotted owls and MMMAs provide
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permanent habitat for marbled murrelets. Riparian reserves are designed to protect the

stream quality necessary for Coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) habitat.

Dispersal and nesting, roosting, and foraging (NRF) habitats are not tied

spatially to any particular area but instead are free to move across the landscape. NIRF

habitat is designed to provide the proper forest structure, sufficient area, and adequate

food source to meet the needs of a pair of nesting spotted owls. The state determined

that the ecological characteristics that offer these habitat conditions are on average

represented by a particular age class (>76 years) on the Elliott State Forest. Therefore,

NRF is defined as any stand over 76 years old.

The purpose of dispersal habitat is to provide areas for juvenile spotted owls to

disperse into once they are mature enough and also to provide protection of any

spotted owls moving from one NRF area to another. Dispersal habitat is defined as

50% of a basin (based on all basin acres), with a stand average of 11 inches diameter

at breast height (dbh) or greater, and with 40% or greater canopy closure. This is

referred to as the 50/11/40 rule.

HCAs and MMMAs

HCAs and MMMAs are treated the same, and thus grouped together, for

modeling purposes in this alternative. No final harvest is allowed in these areas.

Commercial thinning is only allowed if the stands are younger than 80 years old. In
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addition, to enhance habitat quality in these areas, disturbances near HCAs and

MMMAs are limited by basin. There are a maximum number of clearcut units as well

as a maximum clearcut acreage allowed in a decade. This is determined by basin.

The maximum unit harvest prevents the harvest of many small units next to a reserve

at the same time. See Table 2.8 for details.

The HCA and MMMA acreage constraint is formulated as such:

30 I
AiXitYir Crt VR

1=1 i=1

= index of management units (logging settings)

I = total set of management units

t = index of time periods

r = index of reserve units (HCAs and MMMAs)

R = total set of reserve units

A = area of setting i

= binary variable indicating whether (1) or not (0) setting i is harvested

during time period t

Yir = binary variable indicating whether (1) or not (0) setting i is adjacent

to reserve r

Cr1 = maximum adjacent acreage clearcut for reserve r in time period t

The HCA and MMMA clearcut number constraint is formulated as
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Gri = maximum number of adjacent clearcuts for reserve r in time period t

Table 2.8: Allowable harvest adjacent to HCA and MMJVIA reserves
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Basin Maximum
Number Number

of Harvest
Units

Maximum
Harvest
Acres

1 146
2 78
3 81
4 136
5 146
6 99
7 208
8 184
9 284
10 184
11 174
12 287
13 472
14 163
15 127
16 229
17 126



Riparian buffers

The riparian reserves have two buffer sizes, neither of which allow harvest of

any kind: 100 foot slope distance for perennial type F streams and 50 foot slope

distance for perennial type N streams.

NRF

Final harvests and thinnings are permitted only conditionally in NRF habitat.

Commercial thinning may occur in NRF if a minimum of 40 RD is maintained. As

with all commercial thinnings, a minimum thinning volume of 4000 bf/ac must be

present in order for the harvest to take place. For a final harvest to occur in NRF, the

existing amount of NIRF at the time of final harvest has to be greater than the specified

percent of NRF for that basin (see Table 2.9). The percent NRF habitat does not

include HCA, riparian reserves, or operationally limited areas. Ten of the 17 basins

modeled on the Elliott have a minimum number of acres of NRF habitat to be

maintained at all times. These basins are listed in Table 2.9.
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Dispersal

Final harvests and thinnings are permitted only conditionally in dispersal

habitat. If dispersal habitat is not met in a basin (as measured after thirming), then

commercial thinnings have to maintain a minimum RD of 35 and no final harvests are

permitted. If the amount of dispersal habitat for that basin is met, as defined above

with the 50/11/40 rule, then final harvests can occur and any acceptable thinning

prescriptions may be applied, if the dispersal habitat is maintained post-harvest.

Table 2.9: Basin acres of NIRF habitat
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Basin
Number

NRF Acres
Outside
Reserves

% Outside
Reserves

1 1975 50
2 2659 66
3 2696 60
4 2197 50
5 3951 60
6 4243 66
7 2993 60
8 1413 50
9 0 0
10 0 0
11 0 0
12 0 0
13 0 0
14 1773 40
15 0 0
16 0 0
17 2308 66



Other constraints

Other constraints on the location of clearcuts and the assignment of

prescriptions include adjacency rules, minimum harvest ages, operationally limited

areas, and the thinning of old and young stands.

Adjacency

Maximum clearcut size is limited to 120 acres. Adjacency rules typically

specify green-up requirements as well. A green-up period is the length of time since

clearcut that a regenerated stand must grow before an adjacent area can be clearcut.

This exclusion period is 5 years, or one time period in the modeling process.

Therefore, no two groups of adjacent clearcut patches totaling more than 120 acres in

size may be put next to each other in the same time period. This has been referred to

as the Area Restriction Model (ARM) by Murray (1999).

The adjacency constraint is formulated as such:

A1X1+ >AktXIaU
kKuS

subject to:
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i = index of management units (logging settings)

t = index of time periods

A = area of setting i

X,, = binary variable indicating whether (1) or not (0) setting i is final

harvested during time period t

K1 = set of management units adjacent to unit i

k = adjacent neighbor to unit i

U = maximum contiguous clearcut area

Si = subset of clearcut units containing all units adjacent to neighbors of

unit i and all units adjacent to neighbors of neighbors, and so on

= recursive function summing all clearcut neighboring units associated

withX1t(ifX1t= 1)

Minimum harvest age

A setting has to have a minimum average age of 45 years before it can be

scheduled for clearcut harvest. This applies to all areas on the Elliott that are

otherwise eligible for clearcutting (i.e. areas that meet all other constraints on

clearcutting).



Operationally limited areas

No management of any kind may occur in an operationally limited area.

Thinning older stands

Older stands (defined as stands greater than 76 years old) within 700 feet of a

road may only receive two types of thinning prescriptions: a mortality salvage or a

commercial thinning. Mortality salvages thin down to a residual RD of 42. From then

on, whenever the stand reaches a RD of 65 it is thinned down to a RD of 45.

Commercial thinnings in older stands thin down to a RD of 40, and are kept between a

RD of 40 and 50 thereafter. Older stands that are beyond 700 feet from a road or in

the Swiss Needle Cast zone, however, do not have the above restrictions on thinning

and are eligible for any prescription.

Thinning younger stands

Any stand younger than 76 years of age that is beyond 700 feet from a road

may not be thinned.
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SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

Complex problem formulations, such as that described in the previous section,

make complete enumeration of all feasible solutions not only inefficient, but also

impossible in any practical sense. As mentioned in the first chapter, this type of

combinatorial problem lends itself to a heuristic solution technique. In addition to the

large number of decision variables involved in the problem formulation, some spatial

considerations on the Elliott for which heuristics are appropriate are:

coordinating treatments of logical groups of units within harvest units

restricting groups of regeneration harvests to 120 acres

minimizing disturbance adjacent to reserves

taking advantage of thinning opportunities within 700 feet of roads

Because this solution space is so complex (see Figure 2.9), exponential in

problem size, and isn't entirely known due to a lack of complete enumeration, the

global optimum is also not known. This model implements a simulated annealing

search procedure (Dowsiand 1993) to search the feasible solution space for an

approximate optimal solution.
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Figure 2.9: Examples of simple (a) and complex (b) solution spaces

Simulated armealing

Simulated annealing (SA) takes its name from an analogy to the process for

cooling liquids down to a solid state. Cooling the liquid from a high-energy state to a

solid, low-energy state too fast results in the particles resting in substandard, or

improper, structures. The idea is to slowly bring the energy of a system to its frozen

state such that particles have time to reach a more steady equilibrium. The algorithm

search of a problem domain is likened to this cooling process. A problem domain,

hereafter referred to as a solution space, is where all possible (feasible) solutions

theoretically exist.

The basic premise behind simulated annealing, as well as many other heuristic

search techniques, is to keep track of previous efforts in searching for a solution and to
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build on them so that the search is essentially moving towards better solutions.

Instead of starting each search completely over from the beginning, simulated

annealing generates a solution, evaluates it, and then uses that information in

generating potentially better solutions. This familiarity with the solution space allows

the algorithm to make "informed" decisions by iteratively improving upon previous

solutions. These iterative changes to the solution are done by means of

neighborhoods, and this process is referred to as neighborhood search. The

neighborhood of solution X is the set of solutions that can be reached by one change to

solution X. A change to the solution can be defined as the swapping of a fixed number

of elements for the same number of non-solution elements (Dowsiand 1993). All

other solutions within one change of solution X form the neighborhood of solution X.

The quality of a search of the solution space depends much upon the user-

defined parameters of an annealing schedule:

initial temperature

number of repetitions

cooling rate

acceptance criterion

stopping condition or temperature

The temperature is a control parameter that is reduced by the cooling rate as the search

progresses until the temperature reaches a stopping condition; the number of

repetitions occurs at each reduction in temperature.
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The search starts at an initial solution with the temperature at its highest, or

initial point. One element of a solution is tentatively changed (similar to a particle

being displaced) in a trial move. If this move improves the solution by moving it

towards a potential global optimum (steady state), it is accepted. The calculated

objective value for this solution becomes the current objective value. If it is the best

yet found, it is saved as the best objective value along with its solution. Otherwise, it

is not saved as the best objective value but is still used as the current objective value,

from which the search continues. The process then goes on to choose another element

for evaluation. This new change then becomes the temporary objective value, which

is compared to the current objective value.

However, accepting only improved solutions is analogous to rapid cooling and

would allow the search to potentially become trapped in a local optimum, or

substandard state (see Figure 2.9). For this reason, slight deteriorations in the solution

are allowed while keeping a record of the best solution found thus far in the search

process. This is what allows the heuristic to get out of a local minimum. If a trial

move worsens the value of the current objective function, it is accepted only

conditionally by comparison with the acceptance criterion. The acceptance criterion is

the probability of accepting inferior moves. It is formulated as:

x = log( - deltaltemp)

where:

delta = temporary objective value - current objective value

temp = the current temperature
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A random number between 0 and 1 is chosen and compared to x. If the random

number is less than x, the inferior solution is accepted. Otherwise, this solution is

rejected and the search resumes from the previously accepted solution. The search

continues this process of accepting and rejecting trial moves for a specified number of

repetitions.

After the number of repetitions has been completed, the temperature is reduced

by multiplying it by the cooling rate (a reduction factor value > 0 and < 1). This

process continues while the temperature is greater than the stopping condition, or

ending temperature. When the ending temperature has been reached, the search is

over and the final solution is reported. The flowchart in Figure 2.10 depicts the SA

process.

Parameter estimation

Much experimentation is typically necessary in choosing the parameters of an

annealing schedule (Dowsland 1993). The values of the parameters that work well for

one problem may be unsatisfactory for another problem. Unfortunately, there is no

sure way of obtaining the best parameters quickly. A mixture of common sense and

experimentation is necessary. However, some conmion concerns regarding parameter

estimation apply. One observation that is applicable to many problems is that large

changes in the objective function happen at higher temperatures and smaller, more
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fine-tuned changes occur as the search cools the temperature down (Dowsiand 1993).

Therefore, it is important that the starting temperature is high enough (and the ending

temperature low enough) so that a sufficient number of temperature reductions occur.

Also for this reason, it is important to choose a cooling rate that is not so large as to

reduce the temperature too rapidly, resulting in a poor search of the solution space. It

should be chosen such that there is a high chance of accepting a non-improving move

at the beginning, but a low chance of accepting a non-improving move towards the

end. The best combination of these two parameters, temperatures and cooling rate,

likely varies by problem as well. For example, a small number of iterations at many

temperatures may perform better than a larger number of iterations at fewer

temperatures.

Much experimentation was necessary in settling on the annealing parameters

used to generate the final solutions. Examples of this experimentation included testing

various starting and stopping temperatures, testing different levels of temperature

reduction, trying different numbers of repetitions at each temperature reduction, and

experimenting with different acceptance probabilities.

It was found that extremely high starting temperatures (in this case, those

greater than 7000) dramatically increased runtime without yielding any significant

difference in solution quality. The stopping temperature set at 30 yielded solutions as

good as those found when the model ran until a final temperature of zero. The cooling

parameter chosen was small (e.g. 0.995 as compared to 0.905 or 0.855), resulting in

many more temperature changes. With a total average runtime of around 30 minutes,
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the five or so extra minutes of runtime this added onto a search were well worth the

increase in solution quality, however.

The number of repetitions at each reduction in temperature were varied from as

few as 100 to as many as 10,000. In addition to varying the number of repetitions

before each run, varying the number of repetitions within a run was tested. For

example, the beginning of a simulation (when the temperature was high) started with a

set number of repetitions. As the temperature cooled, the number of repetitions was

slowly increased (so that temp = temp * 1.001) so that more effort was spent searching

at cooler temperatures when, theoretically, the fine-tuned searching of the

neighborhood of the global optimum occurs. This method did not improve the search

for this particular problem, and it was found that 1000 repetitions (set at the beginning

of a run) were sufficient in providing good solutions. More repetitions than this did

not yield higher objective function values.

Three different acceptance probabilities were tested:

log( - deltaltemp)

1 - delta/temp

delta/temp

The first probability is the acceptance criterion traditionally used in SA applications

(Dowsiand 1993). The second probability is less common but has been successful in

some applications (see Johnson et al. 1989), as has the third probability (see

Brandimarte et al. 1987). The perfonnance of these acceptance probabilities is

summarized in Table 2.10.



Table 2.10: Percent of solutions accepted

Acceptance Percent of inferior Total number of
criterion solutions accepted solutions accepted

log(-delta/temp) 50 157878

1-delta/temp 51 133875
delta/temp 41 197224

The first and second acceptance criteria behaved somewhat similarly and both

performed well. The third criterion did not perform nearly as well even though it

accepted more solutions overall than the first two criteria. The reasons for this

performance have to do with both the amount of superior solutions versus inferior

solutions accepted, as well as the time in the search process when these solutions are

accepted. The first two methods accept many more solutions (both superior and

inferior) during the first part of the search, and thus do more exploratory work, finding

better solutions earlier. These methods accept very few inferior solutions towards the

end of the search, when theoretically the search should be nearest the global optimum.

This focuses the search in that neighborhood instead of leading it away through

inferior solutions.

The third method, however, starts off the search by accepting fewer solutions;

the acceptance criterion at this stage prevents it from accepting inferior solutions. In

the middle of the search it goes on to accept more solutions, mostly superior. The

combination of a poor start to the search and then accepting mostly superior solutions

in the middle of the search raises the possibility of the search getting trapped in local
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optima. Additionally, this method accepts many inferior solutions towards the end of

the search, so that even if it were near a global optimum, it would likely be lead away

from it by the inferior solutions.

The parameters listed in Table 2.11 were chosen because of their ability to

yield very good solutions (as compared to the other parameters tested) with relatively

quick runtimes.

Table 2.11: Simulated annealing parameter values

SA parameter Value

Starting temperature 5000

Stopping temperature 30

Cooling rate 0.995

Number of repetitions 1000

Acceptance criterion 1 - delta/temp

Sampling methods

In addition to experimentation with the annealing parameters, initial sampling

(how the next move is selected) of the solution space was considered. Whereas the

standard SA process samples randomly from a neighborhood of solutions, some
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research (Connolly 1990) has shown that introducing cyclic before random sampling

of the solution space may improve the search results. Cyclic sampling involves all

neighbors (logging settings in this case) being sampled once before any are tried a

second time. This ensures that all moves are evaluated at least once and not skipped

over in a completely randomized process.

Two different methods of cyclic/random sampling combinations were

evaluated, as well as a purely random sampling. For discussion purposes, I will label

the three methods as random, ordered cyclic/random, and random cyclic/random:

Random search only picked settings for scheduling randomly, using a

random number generator. Thus, it is conceivable that a setting may

never get chosen, but this is highly unlikely given the number of

temperature reductions, and the number of repetitions at each reduction.

Random cyclic/random sampled each of the 1904 settings once before

sampling any setting twice. This process chose randomly among the

1904 settings until all had been sampled once. It then used pure

random sampling for the remainder of the run.

Ordered cyclic/random sampled each of the 1904 settings once before

sampling any setting twice. This process scheduled the 1904 settings

sequentially until all had been sampled once. It then switched to pure

random sampling for the remainder of the run.

The purely random search resulted in slightly worse objective function values

and non-declining flow schedules than the other two methods, and was therefore not
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used. The random cyclic/random search generally had better non-declining flow

schedules than the purely random search, but still had slightly lower objective function

values than the ordered cyclic/random search method. The ordered cyclic/random

search perfonned the best, yielding the lowest objective function value and the most

even harvest schedule.

However, it is possible that the ordered cyclic/random process could affect the

randomness of the search such that particular solutions are always generated and

evaluated in the same order. This may direct the search down certain paths while

neglecting others, which could lead to some downhill moves (or uphill in a

maximization problem) being accepted before a local optimum is sampled, and the

local optimum may never be reached. Therefore, this method should not be used

without first testing the other two methods. All three methods were tested here, and it

was determined that the ordered cyclic/random process produced the best search.

Model formulation

This section explains how the data described in the first section of this Chapter,

the constraints outlined in the second section, and the simulated annealing heuristic

technique discussed above, are combined to create the harvest scheduling model. The

model is described by following the sequence of events as they occur during a model

run. This process is summarized in Figure 2.11.
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After the objective function and simulated annealing parameters described

above are specified, the growth and yield and spatial data are loaded into the model.

An initial solution is then generated. The seven decision variables (three harvest

periods and four prescriptions) discussed under PROBLEM FORMULATION

constitute the harvest schedule, or solution. The model is initialized with a feasible,

no harvest solution; all polygons are assigned a grow-only (no harvesting) schedule,

after which only moves that meet all constraints are admissible. An initial objective

function value is calculated based on the parameters set, and the initial solution is

temporarily saved as the best solution. The simulated annealing algorithm then begins

the search process with harvest setting selection and the assignment of clearcut timing

choices. The scheduling (and unscheduling) of a logging setting constitutes one move

within the neighborhood of a solution. As only one move is allowed to happen at a

time, 1/1904 of the solution changes with each move (one of a total of 1904 logging

settings).
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Figure 2.11: Simulated annealing algorithm pseudo-code

Select objective function parameters:
Harvest volume targets, multipliers, and quadratic penalty;

Select simulated annealing parameters:
Initial temperature: T> 0;
Ending temperature: END_I
Coolingrate:ct V 0<a<l;
Number of iterations at each temperature: n_reps;
Acceptance criterion: log(-delta/cunent_temperature);

Read in data and initialize grow-only solution;
Calculate initial objective function value;
Save initial solution as best solution;
Count 0;
Do while I > END I:

Do until Count = n_reps:
Select setting for scheduling;
Randomly select cut periods subject to minimum harvest age;
Assign prescriptions according to constraints;
If

NRF or dispersal not met, unschedule setting by assigning grow-
only solution, and go to Select setting for scheduling;

Else if

Else if

End if
Calculate change to objective function;
If

change results in improvement, accept current solution;
Else if

random number < acceptance criterion, accept current solution;
Else

reject cunent solution;
End if
If

objective value is best yet, save it as best objective value;
End if
Count = Count + 1;

Loop
T aT;

Loop
Report best solution

Maximum clearcut size> 120 acres, unschedule setting and go to
Select setting for scheduling;

Creates too much disturbance near reserve, unschedule setting
and go to Select setting for scheduling;
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As mentioned in the previous section, an ordered sampling method is used to

sequentially cycle through all 1904 settings. This ensures that every setting is

evaluated at least once. After completion of this cycle, settings are then chosen

randomly for the remainder of the search. After a setting has been chosen for

scheduling, clearcut times (periods) are randomly chosen with the limitation that the

minimum harvest age is 45 years. Clearcuts may be assigned as many as three times

within the planning horizon, or may not be scheduled at all (for any particular setting).

Each polygon in the selected setting is evaluated for constraint violation and assigned

prescriptions accordingly. If any other polygons (in that setting) of the same stand

type as the polygon being considered have already been assigned prescriptions, then

the polygon gets the same prescriptions as those polygons. If not, then the polygon is

assigned prescriptions based on the following set of constraints:

If the polygon is in an HCA or MMMA, then clearcuts, if any have

been scheduled, are unscheduled. If the polygon is less than 80 years

of age, then it is scheduled a commercial thinning prescription,

otherwise it is assigned to a grow-only prescription.

If the polygon is not in an HCA or MMMA, and is greater than 76

years of age, then it is assigned a thinning prescription that maintains a

minimum relative density of 40.

If the polygon is not in an HCA or MMMA, and is less than 76 years of

age, it can be assigned any thinning prescription available to that

polygon's strata.
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After the final harvest periods and prescriptions have been assigned, the setting

is evaluated for constraint violation. Three main constraints are checked: maintenance

of minimum NRF and dispersal habitat, maximum clearcut size, and limiting

disturbance near a reserve.

If the minimum NRF and dispersal habitat is not maintained, the setting

is unscheduled and the process starts over with selecting a new setting

for scheduling. If minimum NRF acreage is met but minimum

dispersal isn't, then no final harvest is allowed but thinnings to an RD

of 35 are scheduled over the previously assigned prescriptions.

If both NRF and dispersal are met, violation of the maximum clearcut

opening size is checked. If adding this setting to the schedule creates

too large of an opening in any one period, the setting is unscheduled

and the process starts over with selecting a new setting for scheduling.

If the maximum clearcut size is not violated, then the amount of

disturbance near reserves is evaluated. If too much disturbance is

created near any reserve in any one time period, then the setting is

unscheduled and the process starts over with selecting a new setting for

scheduling.

If all of the constraints are satisfied, then the change to the objective function

is calculated. For efficiency, only the changes to the objective function are evaluated

after every iteration, rather than a recalculation of the entire objective function. If the

change results in an improvement, then the current solution is accepted. If it is the
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best yet found, the solution is saved as the best solution. If it does not result in an

improvement, then a random number is compared to the acceptance criterion. If it is

less than the acceptance criterion, then the disimproved solution is kept as the current

solution, but not saved as the best solution.

This process goes on until the temperature is reduced below that of the

stopping temperature. When this occurs, the search is over and the best solution yet

found is reported along with all of the summary results associated with that solution.

These results are discussed in the next chapter.

Model assessment

Model assessment typically involves verification, validation, or combinations

of the two. Although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably, implying that

they may be defined the same or yield the same results, they are different. Model

verification is defined as ensuring that the program, as written, accurately describes

the model or system as designed (Gass 1983). It deals with building the model right.

Model verification can be divided into two types: mechanical and logical. Mechanical

verification involves debugging the computer program and ensuring that the

mathematical steps within it are correct. Logical verification (as it would apply to the

case presented in this thesis) involves ensuring that the transformation of a natural
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system problem formulation into an executable computer program is correct. Models

of natural systems are not entirely verifiable, as the system being modeled is never

closed (Oreskes et al. 1994, van Fraassen 1980). Therefore, verification of the model

presented here consists only of the mechanical type.

The verification conducted in the assessment of my model was an ongoing

process, involving several methods of mechanical verification. Extensive debugging

of the model was the most prevalent and time-consuming activity. This involved

stepping through the model code each function at a time, making sure that the data and

variables going into it were what was intended, and that what came out of the function

was computationally accurate, numerically precise, as well as reasonable. In addition,

specific variables were traced through the model to ensure that the model was

behaving properly. Further internal verification involved using test data and a

standard set of parameters to check for consistent output for hundreds of model runs.

External verification consisted of obtaining confirmation from knowledgeable

researchers that the behavior and outputs of the model were reasonable, as well as

computational verification through comparison to an independent model of the same

problem formulation. As with the debugging, this last component was very time-

consuming. Much effort was put into examining the different problem formulations of

the various constraints between the two models to ensure that the same problem was

being solved before comparing outputs. This not only ensured that the mathematics

were correct but that the interpretation of the problem by the modeler was also correct.
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In contrast with model verification, model validation involves meeting

specified requirements sufficiently such that the model is deemed acceptable for its

intended use. It deals with building the right model. While some authors suggest that

validation is possible (Law and Kelton 1991, Gentil and Blake 1981, Power 1993,

Rykiel 1996), others consider it impossible (Oreskes et al. 1994, Starfield and Bleloch

1986), and yet others believe that models can only be invalidated (lolling 1978,

McCarl 1984). However, most agree that absolute validation is impossible and that

validation is instead a matter of degree. This leaves the researcher to decide whether

validation, if at all possible, is appropriate for their particular situation. Once a

researcher decides to attempt validation, there is then the matter of what type of

validation process is appropriate. A brief search of the validation literature revealed

no less than 14 types of validation. The main concern with the use of a heuristic

solution technique is the quality of the solution, and so the focus here will be that of

solution validation.

A reasonable question then is: how close to the global optimum is the best

solution found by the heuristic? There are four ways to answer this question (with

varying degrees of assurance):

compare the heuristic results to results from a method that solves to

optimality

compare the heuristic results to a relaxed problem solved to optimality

compare the heuristic results to an exact solution to a smaller problem

compare the heuristic results to an estimate of the global optimum
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The first method is the oniy one that guarantees a global optimum to the same

problem. However, because there are no true optimization models available for this

particular problem, and thus none that solve to optimality, this first method is not

feasible. The second method of comparing to a relaxed problem either ignores or

misrepresents the constraints, and therefore would yield a global optimum, but not to

the problem that we are trying to solve. The third method yields an optimal answer to

a smaller representation of the same problem. Although this would provide an upper

bound for the global minimum on the larger problem, it would still leave the problem

of finding an estimate of the global optimum. The fourth technique estimates the

global optimum through statistical inference and the use of extreme value theory.

Although this provides only an estimate of the global optimum, this method is

explored here due to the infeasibility of the first two methods and the inadequacy of

the third technique.

Extreme value theory is widely used in reliability, failure, and lifetime data

statistical analysis. The emphasis is on the tails of the distribution, and in the case of

estimating the global optimum, interest is in the endpoint of the distribution. The

three-parameter Weibull distribution is theoretically a form of the extreme value

distribution, and may be reparameterized as the generalized extreme value distribution

(Jenkinson 1955). It is described by three parameters: shape, scale, and location.

Parameter estimation is considerably more difficult when the location parameter is

unknown.
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The three-parameter Weibull distribution is defined by the following

probability density function:

. o
fl1 ( 1fl-

exp (O<x<,a>O,fl>O)a a) La)J

where:

= shape parameter

o = location parameter

a = scale parameter

The estimate of the global optimum is the endpoint of the distribution: the location

parameter 0. For a minimization problem such as this one, our interest is in the left

truncation point. Figure 2.12 displays the effect of each parameter on a distribution.

Before any further discussion on the methodology of fitting the distribution,

two assumptions in estimating the parameters are addressed. The first assumption in

fitting an extreme value distribution is that the data are from a continuous distribution.

Although the data from this research are from a discrete distribution, combinatorial

problems yield an exponential number of solutions to discrete problems and can be

considered to approximate a continuous distribution. Although this may not be

established theoretically, it is considered acceptable in practice (Golden and Alt 1979,

Los and Lardinois 1982).



Figure 2.12: The effects of parameters on a distribution
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The second assumption is that the data (in this case, objective function values

representing local optima) are statistically independent. In the case of heuristic

solutions, which are driven towards a common goal, this is not strictly justifiable (Los

and Lardinois 1982). However, due to randomness in either the algorithm's starting

point, or its execution, a heuristic solution can be considered a random vector (Monroe

and Sielken 1984). According to Monroe and Sielken (1984), for a solution

represented by x' and considered a random vector, the objective function value

attained by the algorithm G g(x') is a random variable. Therefore, any independent
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executions of the heuristic algorithm would yield an independent and identically

distributed sample ii', ..... . As a result:

G(l) g(' (1)) G(2) gQ' (2)) . G g(' (n))

would constitute an ordered random sample from a distribution which we'll take to

have maximum possible value G*. Consequently, I assume for this analysis that the

solutions generated from random starting points, with subsequent elements of random

execution within the search procedure, constitute an independent random sample of

near-optimal objective function values such that G = g(x) is obtainable and that G(l)

G(2) . G G**, where G is a minimum possible value for a minimization

problem.

With the distribution established and the assumptions acknowledged, a

technique for fitting the data to the distribution was chosen. There are many methods

for fitting distributions. In a review of the literature, I came to the conclusion that

there isn't much established documentation, let alone conclusive opinion, on the

efficacy of the different techniques as compared to one another. The most common

methods used in fitting a three-parameter Weibull distribution include the method of

moments, least squares estimation, the use of Bayesian estimators, and maximum

likelihood estimators.

The method of moments involves equating a suitable set of sample moments

equal to the population moments. Some researches have concluded that this method is
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inadequate for extreme value problems (Castillo 1987) and that its efficiency is limited

(Mann 1984). However, it can be useful in obtaining starting values for other iterative

methods of parameter estimation (Castillo 1987). The goal of least squares estimation

is to choose parameters such that the error sums of squares (SSE) between the model

and the data is as small as possible. Least squares estimation requires an estimate of

the density function or cumulative distribution function (CDF) before a model is fit to

the data. Van Zandt (2000) found that least squares fits to density estimates generally

yield poor parameter estimates and others (e.g. Lawless 1982) have found that the

efficiency of the least squares method is limited in many situations, depending on the

distribution.

Bayesian estimators use knowledge of a prior distribution in estimating

unknown parameters. The problem is that the results depend entirely on the validity of

the prior, which is usually difficult to assess. Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation

maximizes the likelihood function with regards to the parameters being estimated.

The underlying concept is that the best estimate of a parameter is that giving the

highest probability that the observed set of measurements will be obtained. This

method does not require that a nonparametric estimate of the density function or CDF

be calculated before a model is fit to the data. Although some authors (e.g. Smith and

Naylor 1987a, Nielsen and Lewy 2002) found the Bayesian approach to have practical

advantages over ML, in the literature I reviewed most of the researchers (e.g. Van

Zandt 2000, Bailey and Dell 1973) found ML to be the best choice. As the focus of

my research was not to evaluate these methods, I selected the ML method of
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estimation, which seems to be the gold standard for estimating the parameters of a

three-parameter Weibull distribution.

The simplest description of maximum likelihood estimation is to find the

parameter values that make the observed data most likely. First, an initial set of

parameters with which to begin to fit the model is chosen. Then the log-likelihood

function is used to compute the likelihood of these values:

L(9,a,/3)=logf(X; O,a,13)

The estimation then proceeds by numerical maximization of this function.

The maximum-likelihood estimator has three widely acknowledged desirable

properties:

1. The estimator is efficient in the sense that there is no estimator with

smaller variance.

The estimator is consistent, in that it approaches the true population

parameter asymptotically as the number of observations increases.

3. The distribution of deviations of the estimator from the population

parameter approaches a normal distribution for large numbers of

observations.

However, ML estimation of the parameters is regular only if the value of the shape

parameter is greater than two. When f3 is less than two, regularity conditions fail for
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ML estimation of the other two parameters (see Johnson, Kotz, and Balikrishnan

1994).

A computerized iterative procedure was used for simultaneous estimation of

the three parameters. The model was developed by Pete Bettinger for use in his

dissertation work (Bettinger et al. 1998), and is based on the ML estimation process

described in Siriha (1986). The maximum likelihood estimates are presented in the

next chapter.

The estimate of the location parameter as an approximation of the global

optimum is only valid if the data come from a Weibull distribution. To confirm that

the data are Weibull distributed, the Anderson-Darling (AD) test was performed. This

goodness-of-fit test was chosen over other fitness tests such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov

(KS) or Chi-squared. The Anderson-Darling is a modification of KS that weights the

tails of the distribution more than does KS (D'Agostino and Stephens 1986). This

makes AD good at detecting deviations from a given distribution in the lower (or

upper) tail of the empirical distribution function (EDF). In addition, it makes use of

the specific distribution in calculating critical values, whereas the other tests are

distribution-free. This results in a more sensitive test with AD.

The AD test statistic, A2, to which the critical value is compared must first be

modified to make it specific to the Weibull distribution:
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The modified test statistic is then compared to critical values specific to the

Weibull distribution. These values were calculated using Monte-Carlo simulation (see

Stephens 1974 and 1977). If the modified test statistic is greater than the critical

value, the null hypothesis that the data are Weibull distributed is rejected. Otherwise,

if the test fails to reject this hypothesis, then the estimate of the location parameter

may be used as a theoretical global optimum.



RESULTS

SCHEDULING RESULTS

Due to the stochastic nature of the model, no two solutions are identical, and

many runs are necessary in order to produce a reasonable set of results for comparison.

As mentioned previously, 100 solutions were generated from random starting points,

using the same set of input parameters. All of these runs produced harvest plans that

are physically and economically feasible and meet all of the environmental constraints

and habitat objectives set by the state. For ease of presentation, the run yielding the

best objective function value is summarized here. Table 3.1 provides information on

the distribution of objective function values for the 100 solutions generated from

random starting points.

There are about 93450 acres on the Elliott, of which the total forested acreage

is roughly 92360. Based on the growth and yield tables provided by the state, the

estimated grow-only volume (total volume if no harvesting is allowed) in IVIIMBF is

shown in Figure 3.1.

Of the 92,360 forested acres, 20,328 acres are off-limits to logging due to

various reasons discussed in the previous chapter (e.g. operationally limited areas,

stream buffers, aesthetically important areas, reserves, HCAs and MMMAs that are

greater than 80 years old). Of the remaining 72,032 harvestable acres, approximately
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13,089 acres were assigned by the scheduling model to grow-only prescriptions.

Table 3.2 shows the harvest volume and acres per period and with a yearly average for

each period. The resulting acres distributed by ten-year age classes for each period is

in Appendix A.

Table 3.1: Objective function value distribution infonnation

Statistic Value

Best value 786,251.4

Worst value 832,413.4

Average value 806,875.9

Median value 806,138.1

Range of values 46,162.0

Standard deviation 11,367.3
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Figure 3.1: Total standing grow-only volume on the Elliott State Forest
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Table 3.2: Solution harvest volume and acres

Clearcut Thinning

Period mmbf/oer mmbf/vr acres/r)er acres/yr mmbf/oer mmbf/vr acreS/Der acres/yr

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the total harvest volumes and acres by type of harvest.

1 119.1 23.8 3161.9 632.4 3.7 0.7 105.1 21.0

2 106.1 21.2 2286.4 457.3 8.6 1.7 773.3 154.7

3 116.0 23.2 2520.9 504.2 31.2 6.2 5289.7 1057.9

4 114.3 22.9 2244.6 448.9 39.4 7.9 3530.7 706.1

5 125.8 25.2 2779.4 555.9 20.7 4.1 1484.9 297.0

6 142.7 28.5 3423.6 684.7 15.9 3.2 1589.8 318.0

7 116.2 23.3 2856.4 571.3 32.7 6.6 5399.1 1079.8

8 152.1 30.4 3794.2 758.8 11.8 2.4 1408.4 281.7

9 164.2 32.8 3183.3 636.7 7.7 1.6 1201.8 240.4

10 173.9 34.8 3274.7 654.9 22.1 4.4 3090.5 618.1

11 168.7 33.7 2919.5 583.9 20.9 4.2 2262.5 452.5

12 159.9 32.0 2653.5 530.7 28.8 5.8 3083.2 616.6

13 169.9 34.0 2883.3 576.7 25.2 5.0 2604.9 521.0

14 162.1 32.4 2726.3 545.3 30.9 6.2 2601.6 520.3

15 158.7 31.7 3121.2 624.2 36.1 7.2 3332.0 666.4

16 152.7 30.5 2860.6 572.1 40.1 8.0 3070.2 614.0

17 150.5 30.1 3057.7 611.5 44.1 8.8 3700.1 740.0

18 157.5 31.5 2821.7 564.3 48.0 9.6 4053.0 810.6

19 158.7 31.8 2634.3 526.9 45.3 9.1 3660.0 732.0

20 167.9 33.6 3141.0 628.2 47.0 9.4 4067.7 813.5

21 173.1 34.6 3135.8 627.2 37.7 7.5 3206.2 641.2

22 182.3 36.5 3213.7 642.7 38.1 7.6 3557.7 711.5

23 167.0 33.4 3356.6 671.3 55.6 11.1 4323.1 864.6

24 196.6 39.3 4288.3 857.7 38.3 7.7 3341.7 668.3

25 213.5 42.7 3796.5 759.3 32.0 6.4 3048.4 609.7

26 222.4 44.5 4173.7 834.7 31.3 6.3 2938.5 587.7

27 224.2 44.8 4270.2 854.0 30.5 6.1 3118.9 623.8

28 233.6 46.7 4732.9 946.6 28.2 5.6 2638.2 527.6

29 235.6 47.1 4923.1 984.6 27.6 5.5 2793.3 558.7

30 227.0 45.4 3993.5 798.7 31.4 6.3 2808.9 561.8
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Figure 3.2: Total harvest volume in MMBF by type of harvest
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Figure 3.3: Total harvest acres by type of harvest
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The net present value calculated for this solution is $26 1.96 million. Although

this is one of the best NPVs found by the model, other solutions with slightly less

NPVs had smoother harvest flows through time, and it should be kept in mind that the

"best" solution is rather subjective. The yearly average harvest revenues are presented

in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Yearly average harvest revenues

Period
Clearcut
mm$/vr

Thinning
mm$/vr

Total
mm/vr

1 10.26 0.05 10.32
2 9.29 0.22 9.51

3 10.03 0.77 10.8
4 9.77 0.95 10.73
5 10.42 0.66 11.08
6 11.8 0.48 12.28
7 9.8 0.85 10.65
8 13.25 0.5 13.75
9 14.9 0.27 15.18
10 15.52 0.91 16.43
11 15.3 0.87 16.17
12 14.4 1.11 15.5
13 14.55 1.04 15.59
14 14.46 1.29 15.75
15 13.21 1.52 14.72
16 12.82 1.7 14.52
17 12.46 1.82 14.28
18 13.07 2.13 15.2
19 13.41 1.94 15.36
20 14.03 1.99 16.02
21 14.34 1.56 15.9
22 14.88 1.57 16.45
23 13.85 2.11 15.96
24 16.08 1.41 17.48
25 18.75 1.21 19.96
26 19.64 1.19 20.83
27 19.36 1.21 20.58
28 20.36 1.13 21.49
29 20.69 1.07 21.76
30 20.04 1.28 21.32
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One of the major concerns expressed by the state was the ability to reach

nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat targets for the northern spotted owl in the

minimum amount of time. Although all basins meet NRF requirements within the first

50 years of the planning horizon, it should be noted that many basins are within a

couple hundred acres or less of NRF targets within the first decade. NRF acres by

basin are summarized in Table 3.4. The numbers of acres thinned and clearcut, both

in and outside of NIRF areas, is shown in Appendix B.

Table 3.4: NRF and non-NRF acres harvested

t-'erioa tequirea
NRF NRF NRF

Basin reached acres acres
1 9 1975 1989
2 10 2659 2801
3 9 2696 2710
4 9 2197 2226
5 9 3951 4198
6 10 4243 4679
7 9 2993 3006
8 1 1413 1446
9 1 0 1563
10 1 0 451
11 1 0 1578
12 1 0 1612
13 1 0 2192
14 1 1773 2315
15 1 0 1469
16 1 0 549
17 10 2308 2771
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In addition to the HCA and NRF habitat requirements, an aspect of the HCP

designed to enhance forest conditions for the northern spotted owl is the maintenance

of dispersal habitat. In each of the 17 management basins, a minimum of 50% of the

area has an average stand diameter of 11 inches dbh and 40% crown closure.

Although the requirement is for 50% of the basin acreage to be in dispersal, most of

the basins maintain much higher percentages of dispersal. Dispersal information is

presented in Appendix C.

MODEL ASSESSMENT

The maximum likelihood estimation process yielded the shape, scale, and

location estimates presented in Table 3.5. Also shown are the Anderson-Darling test

statistic, the modified AD statistic, and the critical value to which the modified

statistic was compared. The distribution of solutions to which the Weibull was fitted

is shown in Figure 3.4.



Table 3.5: Three-parameter Weibull estimates and AD goodness-of-fit statistics
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Statistic Value

Shape parameter estimate, fi 2.9

Scale parameter estimate, a 26249.2

Location parameter estimate, O 785418.4

A2 test statistic 7.05

Modified A2 test statistic 7.19

Critical value 0.69



Figure 3.4: Weibull curve fitted to a distribution of solutions

tivefuti,

The modified test statistic 7.19 is greater than the critical value 0.69, so the

hypothesis that data are Weibull-distributed is rejected. Therefore, it is not valid to

use the location parameter estimate as an estimate of the global optimum.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A feasible timber harvest schedule that meets all habitat constraints and policy

mandates was produced, estimating an NPV of $260 million for the Elliott State

Forest. However, this modeling effort allows more than just the measurement and

maintenance of percentages of habitat types across the landscape. It permits the

spatial location of habitat and possibly increases habitat quality by limiting adjacent

harvest activity both spatially and temporally.

In regards to the harvest schedule produced, it should be noted that the

thinning volume in the first and second periods is well below that of subsequent

periods. This appears to be an artifact of the prescription generation process in that

very few strata have prescriptions that thin in the first two periods. This should be

taken into consideration and perhaps rectified, as there are potential implications for

harvest flow and the effects on NPV.

The heuristic modeling method used in this research is an effective tool to

incorporate tactical scheduling considerations within a strategic planning framework.

This delivers a more realistic portrayal of the actual problem, thus avoiding solutions

that may overestimate values (e.g. net present values or habitat acreage) due to

oversimplification of constraints. Although this is a valuable solution method, it

should not be expected that the solutions produced would be implemented precisely on
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the ground 50 years from now. Nothing is permanent except change, and new analysis

is required when forest conditions or goals change. Therefore, periodic reassessment

should be carried out to adapt the model to new knowledge in the field, updated

inventory data, more accurate spatial data, and changes in management assumptions.

Fortunately, heuristic programming involves a flexible framework.

Perhaps more importantly, this flexibility permits the modeling of complex

spatial constraints over large landscapes. This is important in more realistically

representing habitat problems, and many formulations in traditional optimization

techniques are limited in this regard. Habitat issues in landscape modeling have

become a relevant topic in recent years as concerns over human impacts on

endangered and threatened species leads to increased mitigation measures in forest

management. Heuristic techniques can successfully realize a landowner's economic

goals while satisfying the complicated constraints inherent in Habitat Conservation

Plans.

Conclusions drawn from model outputs should be tempered with respect to the

assumptions made in the modeling process. For example, the results may be sensitive

to changes in assumptions regarding the initial vegetation composition, yield

projection methods, or changes in management goals. A sensitivity analysis of these

and other assumptions concerning the methods, goals, and constraints is beyond the

scope of this project. Future work may include an analysis of the tradeoffs among

various assumptions involved in the modeling process.



MODEL VALIDATION

In conducting analysis of the heuristic performance, I found many problems

with using extreme value theory to generate estimates of the global optimum. An

obvious limitation to using this technique is that the data need to be Weibull

distributed. Too often data are not Weibull distributed, as illustrated in my research

here, and as found in 83% of the situations tested in Boston and Bettinger (1999).

Another issue in using extreme value theory is the sensitivity of the estimate of the

global optimum to the quality of the sample solutions provided. Boston and Bettinger

(1999) also noted finding this problem, even when their data appeared to be Weibull

distributed. This may be due to the quality of the model fitting being dependent on the

selection of good starting parameters for the minimization process. In experimenting

with the maximum likelihood process, I found that using poor starting estimates

usually resulted in convergence on a local minimum. In addition, the variance of the

parameter estimates increases with poorer starting parameters, and may increase the

bias of the estimates as well (Van Zandt 2000).

As discussed in Chapter 2, the two assumptions that must be met in extreme

value theory are statistical independence of the data and a continuous distribution.

The conditions presented earlier for satisfying these assumptions are: 1) randomness in

the algorithm's starting point and its execution constitute an independent random

sample and 2) that a large number of discrete solutions approximates a continuous

distribution. Although it is said that these conditions are deemed acceptable in
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practice (Golden and Alt 1979, Los and Lardinois 1982), I failed to find any literature

that established this acceptability theoretically. Furthermore, I found that requiring

solutions to be generated from random starting points yielded worse solutions than

starting from a "grow-only" solution where nothing is scheduled for harvest. As

mentioned above, these randomly generated, but poorer quality solutions may result in

misrepresentation of the global optimum. An additional hazard (that is specific to

maximum likelihood estimation) is that a shape parameter of less than two results in

regularity conditions failing for ML estimation of the 0 and a parameters (Harter and

Moore 1965). This contributes to the difficulty with ML estimation of the three-

parameter Weibull and is widely discussed in the statistics literature (e.g., Smith and

Naylor 1987b, Heathcote 1996, Van Zandt 2000).

Although the quality of the estimate of the global optimum depends highly on

the quality of the solution samples, I found that the confidence in the estimate also

depends on quantity (i.e. sample size). Small sample sizes result in a greater

possibility of the maximum likelihood approach being flawed for estimating the

Weibull parameters of shift, scale, and shape. Using ML estimation on my data with

sample sizes less than 40 resulted in shape parameters of less than two, which is a

violation of the regularity conditions. Unfortunately, simply producing overly large

sample sizes may not be sufficient, as the Anderson-Darling test is sensitive to the

number of data points. When the sample size is small, the AD goodness-of-fit will

only measure large differences between the input data and the distribution function.
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As sample sizes increase, the modified test statistics increase, and the null hypothesis

that the data are Weibull-distributed will be rejected more often.

Although heuristic validation through extreme value theory appears to be

severely limited, it may often be the only validation option available. Using a more

traditional programming technique that guarantees a global optimum is not always

feasible due to problem size or constraints on time. Comparing to a relaxed problem

either ignores or misrepresents the constraints, and therefore would not yield a global

optimum to the exact problem that is being solved with the heuristic method.

However, if extreme value theory is used in estimating a global optimum, it should be

as a last resort, and then used only with extreme caution.

Despite the lack of successful validation of the heuristic solutions presented

here, I do not believe its value in forest planning to be diminished. As noted by

Mankin et al. (1975), the objectives of model building may be achieved without

validation of the model. The objective of this study, to produce physically and

economically feasible harvest plans that meet all of the environmental constraints and

habitat objectives, was clearly met in the absence of any rigorous validation of the

heuristic model. In fact, the case can be made that verification, more than validation,

is more important in many areas of forest planning. Holling (1978) somewhat

expressed this idea in his statement that "provisional acceptance of any model implies

not certainty, but rather a sufficient degree of belief to justify further action". The

modeling effort described here was in fact initiated as an independent check on the

heuristic model used by ODF in making their planning decisions on the Elliott.
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Therefore, the value of this effort may be in providing that "sufficient degree of

belief'. However, the fact remains that forest planning decisions will be made with or

without a supporting model. Even if a model cannot guarantee a globally optimal

solution, its guidance to decision makers may still be valuable.

CONCLUSIONS

Credible habitat assessment with spatial considerations, along with the

planning of the location and intensity of harvest activities, are essential to the success

of habitat conservation plans. The use of a heuristic search algorithm, simulated

annealing, along with the modeling framework presented here, allows for the

evaluation of habitat conservation plans and other forest management alternatives by

spatially quantifying feasible habitat and timber outputs through time. It provides a

flexible means of meeting landowner objectives quickly while providing for efficient

analysis.

I have highlighted the problems of heuristic validation through extreme value

theory, and discussed some issues that should be taken into consideration if this

method is used for statistical inference. Future research in this area may provide

guidelines, such as valid parameter ranges and acceptable sample sizes, that further

delineate situations in which this method is useful.
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0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50
Age Classes

51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100 1O1-110111-120121-130131-140141-150 151+

4757 1748 11550 26011 103 258 0 0 797 48140 0 0 0

2286 2972 3668 35140 103 149 0 0 797 48140 0 0 0

5497 2427 2378 27697 7942 0 0 0 748 45584 913 0 0

3419 4398 2921 3596 33581 86 0 0 0 719 44466 0 0

3670 6671 2373 2331 27199 7784 0 0 0 700 41630 855 0

3381 8133 1113 2866 3481 32424 0 0 0 0 690 41035 0

3951 7205 4338 2320 2141 25810 85 0 0 0 650 39265 792

4604 7737 5556 1108 2722 3131 140 0 0 0 0 646 39640

4033 8671 4913 4330 2116 1874 135 85 0 0 0 646 39234

4990 9324 4874 5556 988 2372 59 140 0 0 0 0 39453

4341 10362 5155 4913 4141 1858 0 113 85 0 0 0 37926

4424 10099 6379 4874 5085 903 84 58 140 0 0 0 36183

4059 10489 6461 5155 4745 3530 4183 0 100 85 0 0 34453

3803 9558 6846 6379 4543 4806 18921 81 58 123 0 0 33129

4022 9020 7154 6461 4809 4377 154-40 3691 0 98 82 0 31840

Period

0 85 0 0

1 194 0 0

2 177 85 0

3 95 167 0

4 0 150 85

5 86 95 140

6 6745 0 147

7 27999 86 80

8 22047 5365 0

9 2780 22831 84
10 1663 18363 4529

11 2248 2460 20513
12 1712 1542 16937

13 811 2065 2327
14 3365 1641 1449



0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50
Age Classes

71-80 81-90 91-100 I01-I1011i-120121-130131-140141-150 151+

3875 8618 6588 6846 5961 4193 4562

4272 8434 6306 7154 5665 4258 3947

4015 8903 5684 6588 6457 4865 3475

4225 8896 5648 6306 5971 5064 3379

3968 9246 5720 5684 6159 4975 4223

3791 8943 5970 5648 5916 5287 4355
4299 8719 6110 5720 5222 5564 3763

4312 8792 6063 5970 5123 5164 4290

4380 9136 6016 6110 5060 4472 5131

4534 9724 5582 6063 4989 4121 4887
5483 9959 5913 6016 4233 3689 3939

4959 11131 6433 5552 4557 2857 3790

5370 11710 6514 5913 3983 2378 3633

5453 1 2546 6736 6433 3628 2054 2733

5927 12516 7840 6514 3786 1476 1702
6136 13485 8265 6736 3901 1163 1209

51-60 61-70
784 1792 2152 17214 81 58 123 0 30GW

2864 1243 1269 14281 3476 0 98 82 30101

3406 773 1443 1973 15901 81 58 123 29704
3232 2333 1076 1201 13303 3187 0 98 29531

2661 2654 666 1298 1754 14937 81 58 29365

2634 2353 1923 807 1131 12555 3000 0 29137

3423 1992 1862 621 972 1729 14341 81 29034

3005 2023 1341 1604 698 1032 12264 2848 28921
2808 2305 978 1184 551 847 1656 13957 28860
3498 2055 990 702 1357 541 960 12081 31364

4638 1617 1279 628 833 551 797 1656 42218
4374 3179 1358 673 611 1141 541 941 41323

3924 4603 1396 1093 628 800 531 702 40270
3674 4372 3043 1289 548 574 1118 508 38740

3630 3829 4495 1173 941 581 796 485 37759
2338 3647 4198 2816 1182 548 536 1070 36221
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o

o
3429

o

1693
2059
2000
1461

263 1021

0 434
3062 406

0

206
2098

485
390
565
224
208
100

Acres Thinned Acres Clearcut
Average Average Average Average

stand age stand age stand age stand age
Period <76 years >=76 years <76 years >=76 years

1 107 1532
2 800 272
3 2011 582
4 3657 832
5 1267 1842
6 1650 3082
7 2487 2539
8 1455 3451 450
9 1039 1425 1827

10 1097 711 2625
11 1852 477 2493
12 2806 477 2238
13 2123 480 2453
14 2469 831 1955

15 3241 1711 1472

16 3074 1658 1268

17 3410 419 2087 1049

18 2364 1824 1536 1343

19 3108 694 1194 1509

20 3170 1026 1972 1238

21 2533 780 1762 1461

22 2928 744 1314 1977

23 2803 1658 1826 1619

24 2742 704 2782 1613

25 2353 794 1700 2170

26 2136 890 2262 2020
27 2049 1172 2436 1928

28 1515 1203 2942 1896

29 1573 1317 3294 1753

30 1214 1684 2087 2001





1

2

3
4
5

6

120

Basin I Basin 2 Basin 3 Basin 4
%of %of %of %of

Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin
Period Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres

3477 67.5 4598 74.4 3665 68.5 3189 63.3
3853 74.8 4873 78.9 3678 68.7 3607 71.6

3867 75.0 4924 79.7 3749 70.0 3783 75.1

3886 75.4 5131 83.0 3928 73.4 4119 81.8
4359 84.6 5705 92.3 5148 96.2 4937 98.1

4360 84.6 5705 92.3 5148 96.2 4937 98.1

7 4907 95.2 5996 97.0 5305 99.1 4937 98.1

8 5112 99.2 6085 98.5 5305 99.1 4938 98.1

9 4630 89.8 6085 98.5 4913 91.8 4629 92.0

10 4393 85.3 5729 92.7 4574 85.5 4440 88.2

11 4048 78.6 5515 89.3 4433 82.8 4236 84.1

12 3861 74.9 5513 89.2 4198 78.4 3814 75.8
13 3756 72.9 5355 86.7 3894 72.8 3663 72.8

14 3498 67.9 5204 84.2 3754 70.1 3418 67.9

15 3394 65.9 5189 84.0 3681 68.8 3326 66.1

16 3602 69.9 5190 84.0 4000 74.7 3661 72.7

17 3970 77.0 5358 86.7 4337 81.0 3758 74.7

18 4058 78.8 5548 89.8 4480 83.7 3776 75.0
19 4284 83.1 5638 91.2 4573 85.4 4103 81.5

20 4306 83.6 5764 93.3 4931 92.1 4185 83.1

21 4338 84.2 5901 95.5 5101 95.3 4247 84.4
22 4567 88.6 5951 96.3 5155 96.3 4322 85.9
23 4528 87.9 5909 95.6 5124 95.7 4285 85.1

24 4336 84.1 5924 95.9 4959 92.7 4238 84.2
25 4001 77.6 5924 95.9 4702 87.9 4184 83.1

26 4038 78.4 5818 94.2 4467 83.5 3934 78.2
27 3791 73.6 5722 92.6 4280 80.0 3612 71.7

28 3720 72.2 5488 88.8 4068 76.0 3512 69.8

29 3553 68.9 5365 86.8 3934 73.5 3322 66.0
30 3375 65.5 5158 83.5 3633 67.9 3097 61.5
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Basin 5 Basin 6 Basin 7 Basin 8
%of %of %of %of

Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin
Period Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres

I bOb! !!.9 b(ö ii.o 3965 67.5 3116 74.6
2 6135 78.9 5539 75.3 4445 75.7 3381 81.0
3 6394 82.2 5607 76.3 4585 78.1 3353 80.3
4 6569 84.4 5768 78.4 4660 79.4 3420 81.9
5 7599 97.7 7074 96.2 5658 96.4 3946 94.5

6 7599 97.7 7074 96.2 5658 96.4 3834 91.8
7 7689 98.8 7220 98.2 5786 98.6 3594 86.1

8 7714 99.2 7273 98.9 5792 98.7 3276 78.4
9 6971 89.6 7363 100.1 5460 93.0 3131 75.0

10 6678 85.8 6891 93.7 5227 89.1 3222 77.2
11 6387 82.1 6415 87.2 4917 83.8 3118 74.7
12 6122 78.7 6023 81.9 4670 79.6 3133 75.0

13 5734 73.7 5699 77.5 4455 75.9 3127 74.9
14 5413 69.6 5443 74.0 4117 70.1 3380 80.9

15 5321 68.4 5375 73.1 4004 68.2 3688 88.3

16 5989 77.0 5375 73.1 4258 72.5 3855 92.3
17 6237 80.2 5726 77.9 4433 75.5 3809 91.2
18 6463 83.1 6208 84.4 4722 80.4 3862 92.5
19 6684 85.9 6517 88.6 4972 84.7 3853 92.3
20 7023 90.3 6811 92.6 5081 86.6 3880 92.9
21 7200 92.6 7003 95.3 5456 92.9 3627 86.9
22 7235 93.0 7040 95.8 5543 94.4 3572 85.5
23 7134 91.7 7002 95.2 5406 92.1 3405 81.5
24 7158 92.0 6892 93.7 5435 92.6 3161 75.7
25 6671 85.8 6892 93.7 5174 88.1 3059 73.3
26 6511 83.7 6587 89.6 4875 83.1 3084 73.9
27 6331 81.4 6300 85.7 4686 79.8 3052 73.1

28 6019 77.4 6056 82.4 4408 75.1 3200 76.6

29 5776 74.2 5660 77.0 4301 73.3 3212 76.9
30 5495 70.6 5394 73.4 4140 70.5 3110 74.5
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1

2

3

4
5

6

- 3500

3380

2549

Basin 9 Basin 10 Basin 11 Basin 12
%of %of %of %of

Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin
Period Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres

Basin 13
%of

Dispersal Basin
Acres Acres

3602 58.0 3282 66.6 64.3 2679 53.9 3760 63.0

3719 59.9 3436 69.7 3287 60.4 2674 53.8 3745 62.8

3601 58.0 3398 68.9 2995 55.0 2494 50.2 3573 59.9

3364 54.2 3418 69.3 2794 51.3 2497 50.3 3307 55.4

3674 59.1 3233 65.6 2888 53.0 2655 53.4 3855 64.6

3255 52.4 2630 53.4 2726 50.1 2494 50.2 3458 58.0

7 3114 50.1 2465 50.0 2743 50.4 2502 50.4 2999 50.3

8 3115 50.1 2475 50.2 2731 50.2 2492 50.2 2986 50.1

9 3281 52.8 2505 50.8 3072 56.4 2673 53.8 3143 52.7

10 3417 55.0 2495 50.6 62.1 2848 57.3 3481 58.4

11 3751 60.4 2745 55.7 3662 67.3 2990 60.2 3908 65.5

12 3985 64.2 3100 62.9 3734 68.6 3245 65.3 4221 70.8

13 4220 67.9 3547 72.0 3834 70.4 3518 70.8 4546 76.2

14 4537 73.0 3807 77.2 3917 71.9 3682 74.1 5033 84.4

15 4870 78.4 3862 78.4 3971 72.9 3727 75.0 5096 85.4

16 4497 72.4 3607 73.2 3725 68.4 3316 66.7 5166 86.6

17 4135 66.6 3326 67.5 3358 61.7 3197 64.4 4822 80.8

18 4023 64.8 3100 62.9 3012 55.3 3052 61.4 4721 79.1

19 3802 61.2 2928 59.4 3029 55.6 2904 58.4 4422 74.1

20 3571 57.5 2736 55.5 2934 53.9 2819 56.8 4241 71.1

21 3306 53.2 2407 48.8 2875 52.8 2601 52.4 4161 69.8

22 3146 50.7 2521 51.1 2851 52.4 51.3 3939 66.0

23 3367 54.2 2594 52.6 2773 50.9 2513 50.6 3877 65.0
24 3176 51.1 2545 51.6 2824 51.9 2637 53.1 3816 64.0

25 3144 50.6 2680 54.4 2942 54.0 2540 51.1 4042 67.8

26 3114 50.1 2587 52.5 2848 52.3 2613 52.6 4031 67.6

27 3188 51.3 2568 52.1 2811 51.6 2539 51.1 4002 67.1

28 3075 49.5 2790 56.6 2771 50.9 2526 50.9 3765 63.1

29 3165 50.9 2839 57.6 2716 49.9 2601 52.4 3821 64.1

30 3245 52.2 2921 59.3 3082 56.6 2686 54.1 3877 65.0
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Basin 14
%of

Basin 15
%of

Basin 16
%of

basIn 1!
%of

Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin Dispersal Basin
Period Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres

1 3238 63.8 3190 68.5 2727 61.4 2I9 bI.b
2 3207 63.2 2847 61.2 2776 62.5 3030 71.1

3 3267 64.3 2523 54.2 2676 60.2 3066 71.9
4 3243 63.9 2338 50.2 2632 59.2 3373 79.1

5 3866 76.1 2756 59.2 3076 69.2 4119 96.6
6 3391 66.8 2426 52.1 2463 55.4 4119 96.6
7 3400 67.0 2350 50.5 2260 50.8 4163 97.6
8 3247 63.9 2333 50.1 2227 50.1 4181 98.1

9 3158 62.2 2555 54.9 2263 50.9 99.3
10 3292 64.8 3066 65.9 2290 51.5 3937 92.4

11 3419 67.3 3349 72.0 2435 54.8 3688 86.5

12 3514 69.2 3550 76.3 2649 59.6 3545 83.1

13 3861 76.0 3775 81.1 3074 69.2 3295 77.3
14 4107 80.9 4024 86.4 3372 75.9 3069 72.0
15 4249 83.7 3990 85.7 3628 81.6 3009 70.6

16 4335 85.4 3813 81.9 3407 76.7 2990 70.1

17 4237 83.4 3519 75.6 3326 74.9 3263 76.5
18 4063 80.0 3289 70.6 3129 70.4 3477 81.6
19 3865 76.1 3193 68.6 2912 65.5 3641 85.4
20 3600 70.9 2582 55.5 2604 58.6 3882 91.1

21 3433 67.6 2418 51.9 2473 55.6 4068 95.4
22 3262 64.2 2330 50.1 2237 50.3 4037 94.7
23 3131 617 2396 51.5 2350 52.9 4014 94.2

24 3007 59.2 2385 51.2 2158 50.6 3942 92.5
25 2991 58.9 2519 54.1 2172 49.9 3912 91.8
26 3194 62.9 2533 54.4 2256 50.8 3676 86.2

27 3199 63.0 2730 58.7 2357 53.0 3548 83.2
28 3166 62.4 2869 61.6 2324 52.3 3406 79.9

29 3137 61.8 2443 52.5 2336 52.6 3269 76.7
30 3341 65.8 2488 53.5 2578 58.0 3157 74.0
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Period I

Period 3 Period 4

Period 5

E Reserve No activityU

Period 6

Thinning Final harvestUI



U

Period 7 Period 8

Period 11

[1 Reserve No activityU

Period 12

Thinning Final harvest.U



Period 17

E Reserve No activityI

Period 13 Period 14

Period 15 Period 16

Period 18

Thinning Final harvestUU



Period 19 Period 20

Period 21 Period 22

Period 23 Period 24
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Period 27 Period 28

Period 29 Period 30


